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Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street 
SYDNEY   NSW   2000 
ipcn@ipcn.nsw.gov.au 

 

Dear Madam 

SUBMISSION TO THE INDEPENDENT PLANNING COMMISSION AGAINST THE LISTING OF THE 
MLC BUILDING ON STATE HERITAGE REGISTER 

We are the owner of the property located at 105 Miller Street, Sydney (MLC Building).  We refer to the 
Building Owner’s meeting with the IPC on 12 April 2021 (a copy of the presentation has been uploaded to the 
IPC’s website) and set out below our submission objecting to the proposed listing of the MLC Building on the 
State heritage register.  This submission outlines the owner’s position on the mandatory matters for 
consideration under the Heritage Act before an item is listed on the State Heritage Register, being that: 

 the listing does not meet the threshold test for State significance; 

 the listing will cause undue financial hardship to the owner of the MLC Building; and 

 the listing will result in the inability of the owner to achieve either a reasonable use or an economic 
use of the building. 

This letter should be read in conjunction with the Owner’s response to the IPC’s request for further 
information dated 28 April 2021 (a copy of which has been uploaded to the IPC’s website). 

We attach detailed supporting material commissioned by the Building Owner on these matters comprising the 
Economic and Planning Review prepared by Ethos Urban which forms Annexure A and the Architectural 
Review prepared by Bates Smart which forms Annexure B to this submission. 

These reports were drafted by highly qualified experts who are well versed on the MLC Building and who fully 
understand the demands of operating a financially viable commercial real estate asset over the building’s 
lifetime.  These reports are a stark contrast to the reports provided by other parties to the Heritage Council 
which are limited in scope, contain incorrect assumptions, inaccurate information and opinions expressed by 
people outside of their qualifications.   

Heritage Council Recommendation should be disregarded 

On 8 October 2020, we lodged a submission with the Heritage Council objecting to the proposed State 
heritage listing of the MLC Building (Owner Submission).  A copy of the Owner Submission can be found at 
Annexure C.  This letter should also be read in conjunction with the Owner Submission.   

The Owner Submission raised several significant concerns in relation to matters that are required to be 
considered by the Minister under section 32(1) of the Heritage Act before any listing is directed.  These 
matters include: 

 that the listing would cause “undue financial hardship” to the owner of the MLC Building because 
the financial outlay required to conserve the MLC Building and to bring it up to code in line with 
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contemporary standards will result in a replica of the original item with all heritage significance 
being lost (s32(1)(d)); and 

 that a listing will render the item incapable of both reasonable and economic use – specifically the 
costs of the conservation works would require a rental return of in excess of 40% above market 
rent to ensure that the MLC Building remains a viable commercial investment (s32(1)(c)). 

Despite the serious nature of the issues raised in the Owner Submission, the Heritage Council has 
nevertheless resolved to recommend that the MLC Building be listed as a State heritage item. In making this 
recommendation, the Heritage Council has done so without proper regard to the matters raised in the Owner 
Submission and without proper justification to allow appropriate consideration by the Minister of the 
mandatory matters in s32(1) of the Heritage Act. 

The consideration of undue financial hardship and reasonable or economic use were introduced into the 
Heritage Act by amendments made in 2008 which were intended to require the Minister, when considering a 
proposed State heritage listing, to “ensure that appropriate balance is achieved between conservation of the 
State's heritage, the rights of landowners and the costs of heritage conservation”.1  A proper consideration of 
those matters in the particular circumstances of the MLC building ought to have led to a recommendation 
that the MLC building not be included on the State heritage register. 

Specifically, the Heritage Council’s recommendation: 

a) fails to demonstrate that the MLC building has any more than local heritage significance; 

b) fails to properly consider financial hardship to the owner; 

c) fails to consider at all whether listing the building will render it incapable of reasonable use or 
economic use; 

d) relies upon reports which do not apply the correct legal framework and which are no more than a 
cursory desktop exercise, are limited in scope and are based on a series of assumptions which are 
incorrect and unreliable;  

e) rather than demonstrating that long-term conservation of the MLC building is necessary, puts 
forward an ill-conceived proposal for demolition of one wing of the existing structure and replacing it 
with a new building;  

f) fails to take into account all costs involved in the physical works required to conserve the building, 
thus significantly underestimating the cost to the owner. 

The Heritage Council recommendation is also infected by the conflicts of interest of both the Chair of the 
State Listing Committee and the author of the Economic Assessment.  This means that reliance upon that 
recommended action would taint the IPC’s review and recommendation to the Minister. 

Having regard to these serious deficiencies and conflicts of interest, the IPC should disregard completely the 
Heritage Council report and recommendation and the material it was based on. 

Detailed consideration of issues 

We set out below more detail in relation to the deficiencies in the Heritage Council analysis and 
recommendation and how these matters should be considered by the Commission. 

The MLC building is not of State significance 

1 The MLC building does not meet the threshold of significance to the State of NSW and should not 
therefore be included on the State heritage register.  

 
 
1 Heritage Amendment Bill, 2008 Second Reading Speech in the Legislative Assembly 
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2 The Statement of Significance for the building in the North Sydney Local Environmental Plan 
demonstrates that the building fails to meet the required threshold and is of local significance only.  
That Statement indicates that the MLC building: 

 Is “Australia’s first post war office block in respect of its design, materials and mode 
of construction” (emphasis added).  The building is not the first post war office block in 
the State or in New South Wales.  It is the first one of this exact design, materials and 
mode of construction.  The same conclusion applies to all other office blocks erected after 
the war which were individually designed. 

 Was a “seminal building associated with the evolution of high-rise office design in Sydney 
and NSW” but does not explain how or why the building was important at State level as 
opposed to local level and does not distinguish the building from other buildings in the 
State which were similarly associated with the evolution of high-rise office design. 

 Was “designed by Bates Smart and McCutcheon”.  That firm has designed and continues 
to design many buildings.  McCutcheon, the architect responsible for the MLC building, 
regarded this building as being poorly designed such that later intervention was necessary 
to go some way to address the design deficiencies.   

 Utilised “construction and structural techniques not previously used in Australia.” While this 
may be so, the building is just one of many buildings from the period that used these 
techniques and further, it is not the best example of these techniques as is made clear in 
the History section of the inventory listing. 

 “...lend[s] itself to adaptation to changes in workplace behaviour and requirements for 
over 60 year (sic)”.  As is apparent from the analysis undertaken by Bates Smart and 
presented to the Panel, the building has only ever been occupied by a single tenant and is 
no longer capable of adaptation to accommodate current needs of whole building tenants 
and is incapable of being reasonably divided into smaller tenancies given the long, narrow 
floorplates in the building. 

 Is “representative of post-war trends” but is one of many buildings in this category of less 
significance than others of its time, none of which have been included on the State 
register. 

 Has State level heritage values for its “use of exceptional modernist building materials such 
as the curtain wall façade and terracotta glazed bricks”.  As indicated in the presentation 
to the IPC by Bates Smart those materials cannot be retained and need to be wholly 
replaced if the building is to remain.  Use of new fabric to replace heritage fabric will 
inevitably lessen the heritage significance of the building, rather than raising its 
significance to State level. 

 Is of “associative significance as the (then) NSW’s head office of Mutual Life & Citizens 
Assurance Company Limited”.  That association was of significance locally within North 
Sydney but will be lost when MLC vacates the building and moves to its new premises.  
The appropriate State level association with MLC is the former MLC building in Martin 
Place, not this building. 

State significance is and should be a high threshold.  The MLC Building does not reach that 
threshold.  The MLC building is significant to the local North Sydney area only. 

Failure to properly consider financial hardship 

3 The Economic Assessment prepared by Urbis (Economic Assessment) (relied upon by the 
Heritage Council) is not consistent with the principles outlined in the decision of Millers Point 
Community Assoc. Incorporated v Property NSW [2017] NSWLEC 92 (Sirius Decision).  
Specifically, the economic analysis considers the impact on the value of the site and not 
whether there is “undue financial hardship” to the owner (s32(1)(d)).  The analysis only considers 
the value of the MLC Building based on a number of different scenarios – this is not a sufficient 
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analysis on whether the owner will suffer financial hardship or whether that is “undue” having 
regard to the item’s heritage significance.   

A proper analysis would instead have weighed up on one hand all elements of financial hardship 
including both reduction in value and the financial outlay in the amount of $212M that will be 
required to be spent upgrading the MLC Building against the heritage significance of the MLC 
building and on the other hand, a consideration of the degree of significance of the MLC building to 
the State of NSW (assuming it does reach the State significance threshold, which is disputed) and 
the circumstances which apply whereby works necessary to upgrade the building to allow its future 
use will result in a fake replica of the original item, with little remaining heritage significance. 

Failure to properly consider hardship to the owner 

4 The Heritage Council’s assessment failed to adequately consider whether it is undue financial 
hardship to the owner of the MLC Building which, in light of the Sirius Decision, the Minister is 
obliged to do.  The MLC Building is owned by the 105 Miller Street North Sydney Trust.  The trust 
structure is analogous to a corporate landowner in which shareholders own shares.  The unit 
holders cannot be required to contribute to the funds of the Trust and there is no recourse to the 
unit holders for money to conserve the MLC Building. The MLC Building is the only asset of the 
Trust and is therefore clearly distinguishable from the situation which applied in the Sirius 
Decision in which the owner (Property NSW) held a very substantial number of assets and 
recourse to the financial strength of the NSW Government.  

Use of unreliable expert opinions 

5 Both the Economic Assessment and the Review of Owner Objection to the Listing prepared by 
Heritage NSW (Heritage Assessment) are based on assumptions about costs, many of which are 
erroneous, rather than quantity surveyor costings that were obtained and set out in the Owner 
Submission.  An assumption on costs does not adequately demonstrate financial impact and the 
more reliable quantity surveyor costings put forward in the Owner Submission should be preferred. 

6 Both the Economic Assessment and the Heritage Assessment prepared on behalf of the Heritage 
Council were undertaken based on a desktop analysis.  A desktop analysis cannot be reasonably 
relied upon as compared to the expert reports that formed part of the Owner Submission and the 
further reports attached to this submission.  The authors of reports commissioned by the owner, 
whom are specialist consultants, had the benefit of long involvement in the site and detailed 
physical inspections of the relevant elements of the MLC Building. 

7 In addition, Urbis, the author of the Economic Assessment does not have sufficient knowledge or 
experience of the MLC Building to be able to quantify the costs involved in owning and operating it 
over the course of its lifespan. 

Failure to consider reasonable use and economic use 

8 There is no consideration in both the Economic Assessment and the Heritage Assessment of what 
constitutes “reasonable use” and “economic use” in the context of the planning controls.  This is a 
mandatory consideration for the Minister prior to directing any listing under s32(1)(c) of the 
Heritage Act.   

9 We attach, at Annexure “B”, a report prepared by Ethos Urban which sets out the deficiencies in the 
Economic Assessment and Heritage Assessment and concludes that a listing would render the MLC 
Building “incapable of reasonable or economic use”.  The expert opinion set out in that report 
demonstrates that the Economic Assessment should be disregarded because it: 

 is heavily qualified, noting that it is prefaced with sentences such as “we do not have 
sufficient information available” and “we have not physically inspected the property”.  This 
highlights the preliminary and high level of the opinions provided and falls significantly 
short of a robust assessment; 
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 fails to consider future tenant requirements in the current market.  If it had done so, it 
would have realised that the current floor plates, structural issues and fire safety 
separation would be difficult to resolve through refurbishment alone and would result only 
in a B-grade office building, which is less desirable in a highly competitive market leading 
to reduced occupancy rates and lower than average market returns; 

 fails to consider the impact on the owner which arise from a significantly underutilised 
asset when compared with the site’s development potential, having regard to key strategic 
planning objectives for the North Sydney CBD and the fact that the conservation works 
(alone) will not address the existing significant infrastructure and public domain issues; 

 fails to apply the test of “reasonable use” which, consistently with the description of the 
insertion of this test into the Heritage Act by amendments made in 2008, requires the 
Minister to “consider a range of broader planning … issues”2 when a decision is made 
whether to include a building on the State register. 

10 There is no consideration in the Economic Assessment of whether the listing of the MLC Building 
would render the item incapable of economic use because all that has been assessed is what the 
MLC Building is worth, and not whether the building can be leased so as to enable a return on that 
investment which would make the building capable of an economic use.  There is no consideration 
in the Economic Assessment as to whether the owner will be in a position to even pay back the cost 
of the conservation works, let along receive a rental return over and above its costs of achieving 
that return.   

11 As set out in the Owner Submission at Annexure C, the costs of the conservation work (circa 
$212M) will require a rental return of greater than 40% above the pre-COVID market rent to ensure 
that the MLC Building remains a viable commercial investment and thereby capable of economic 
use.  This is completely unobtainable due to the current vacancy rate. It is unrealistic to suggest 
that such high rental returns would be achievable, even if tenants could be attracted to the building, 
given the state of the rental market in North Sydney and the fact that the MLC building is incapable 
of reaching Premium or even A Grade rental classification, in a market where that higher grade of 
building is barely achieving that quantum of rental return. 

12 Further, with North Sydney currently experiencing a once-in-a-generation building boom, any 
property that does not conform with North Sydney Council’s vision for the future will be severely 
disadvantaged. This is the industry consensus for North Sydney as building owners rush to conform 
with Council’s strategic vision for the future.  Specifically, we note that:  

 developer Holdmark stated on record of their nearby redevelopment proposal 
“Post-COVID, office assets will be required to ‘work harder’ in order to be 
competitive (and) secondary grade assets (like the current site) which is nearly 
50 years old will be particularly vulnerable”; and  

 Lendlease NSW Development Director Graeme Collins confirmed there had been 
“a flight” to new office buildings accelerated by COVID-19 with tenants looking 
for modern workplaces that “attract and retain talent in a competitive market.” 

Incomplete analysis of factual matters 

13 The Economic Assessment recommends further analysis by an independent engineer to assess the 
viability of the approach taken by the architects.  Accordingly, the material currently before the 
Minister is incomplete and consideration of the matters in s32(1)(c) and (d) cannot therefore be 

 
 
2 Heritage Amendment Bill, 2008 Second Reading Speech in the Legislative Assembly 
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properly discerned. The reports prepared by the Building Owner include detailed analysis of the 
building as set out above. 

Failure to consider all financial costs 

14 The Economic Assessment does not consider any costs outside of the physical works to the MLC 
Building and understates the impact on valuation and consequently undue financial hardship to the 
owner if listed. Typically building works would account for ~35% of total costs for refurbishment or 
redevelopment, with the balance of costs including items such as design costs, leasing fees, holding 
costs and government contributions. This means the costs represented in the Economic Assessment 
are likely understated by ~65%. 

Inconsistency in Heritage Council’s expert opinion 

15 Urbis prepared a publicly available report entitled the “North Sydney Office Market Report” dated 13 
January 2021 submitted as part of a Development Application for 110 Walker Street, North Sydney. 
That report contains contradictory views to those expressed in the Economic Assessment.  This 
report was prepared only one month prior to the document prepared for the Heritage Council and 
outlines the focus on modern developments as well as the challenge for competing old stock. The 
examples outlined below were excluded from the MLC Building North Sydney Economic Assessment, 
February 2021: 

“Vacancy rates for B Grade stock recorded 10% in July 2020 and has been 
trending down over the last five years. However, B Grade floorspace vacancy 
has remained relatively constant over the past 5 years, despite increasing 
total B Grade floorspace, indicating falling demand for B Grade stock. C and 
D Grade vacancy recorded 7.2% and 3.8% in July 2020 respectively. (p. 21)” 

“New commercial developments are a key to building the amenity into the fabric 
of the North Sydney CBD as 1 Denison Street is doing and the Victoria Cross.” (p. 
29)  

“North Sydney CBD’s Potential has been stifled by a lack of quality supply” (p.31) 

“Historically the lack of supply of contemporary A Grade stock in the North 
Sydney CBD has been a major constraint on attracting large scale occupiers and 
tenants from the Sydney CBD. There is only one building every few years. In the 
last few years new projects have been well supported by the market at: 

 100 Mount Street (completed) 

 118 Mount Street (under construction) 

 1 Denison Street (recently completed). 

The legacy of B Grade buildings has held North Sydney back from attracting large tenants 
and pulling from the CBD…  

Implication for 110-122 Walker Street: The interest and take-up in quality buildings 
in recent years provides a positive signal that 110-122 Walker Street will generate strong 
interest provided it delivers the attributes that the market responds to, i.e. generous 
floorplates, views, 3rdspaces, activated spaces.” (p.31) 

“Total flexibility of the asset is the target outcome when tenants are making 
decisions on new office space. Larger floorplates will always be an advantage as 
long as they are well considered to meet workplace demands. The size of 
floorplates is a significant factor to get right for the market. Quality net lettable 
area (NLA) is also important which means column free space, columns that 
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are not bulky and the floor engages with the façade. For efficiency and 
flexibility a side core is preferred since there is no need to have circulation around 
the edge.” (p.33) 

This further highlights the significant costs associated with the redevelopment of 105 Miller Street in 
order to satisfy contemporary requirements and compete with existing and proposed developments. 
It demonstrates that a listing will render the MLC Building incapable of reasonable and economic 
use and reinforces the conclusion that the Economic Assessment is unreliable, would taint the IPC’s 
review if relied upon and must therefore be disregarded. 

Heritage Council’s support for demolition of one wing of the building undermines claim for 
listing 

The Heritage Council indicated at the site inspection undertaken on 13 April 2021 the need to 
demolish at least one wing (Denison Street wing) of the MLC Building which will allow the adaptive 
reuse of the balance of the site.  This proposal is also contained in the Heritage Assessment.  
However, the retention of the Miller Street wing, with demolition and redevelopment of the Denison 
Street wing: 

 will not address the issues concerning floor-to-ceiling heights in the retained wing which 
are well below contemporary standards and which will be further compromised when 
measures are introduced for the building to become BCA compliant and will require 
matching sub-standard floor-to-ceiling heights in any new wing which is connected to the 
retained wing; 

 will mean that the southern façade of the western wing cannot be meaningfully activated to Brett 
Whiteley Place as it is a structural sheer wall. In this regard, this is a significant impediment to 
enabling an improved urban outcome by increasing, activating and greening public space, consistent 
with the relevant Premier’s Priority and Direction of the Greater Sydney Region Plan;          

 will mean that there would be considerable and potentially prohibitive site characteristics 
that would challenge any future subterranean pedestrian connection between the North 
Sydney Rail Station and the Victoria Cross Metro Station. This includes the footprint of the 
western wing and the site’s challenging topography, sloping down to Denison Street; and 

 relies on a flawed assumption that it would be approved on planning grounds, despite it 
being contrary to the key objective of the North Sydney Centre planning controls and the 
practical and recent application of those controls. . 

As such, the Heritage Council’s support for demolition of one wing does not maximise the site’s 
potential to contribute to a well-connected North Sydney Centre and this does not enable 
reasonable use of the site, which is mandatory consideration under Section 32(1c) of the Heritage 
Act.  Please see reports contained at Annexure A and B for further information on these matters. 

Flooding issues will remain unresolved 

Despite submissions that may have been made by others to the contrary, drainage works associated with the 
Victoria Cross Over Station Development (which includes a diversion of a Sydney Water trunk drainage 
culvert) will not resolve the MLC Building’s flooding issues. We have been advised that this issue can only be 
resolved by either significant intervention by public authorities with respect to network capacity and existing 
road levels, or significant changes to levels and introduction of stormwater treatment as part of a 
redevelopment of the MLC Building.  We attach at Annexure D a copy of the letter received from Enstruct 
dated 23 April 2021 which confirms this position.  Accordingly, should the MLC Building be listed on the State 
heritage register it will mean that the flooding issues impacting the MLC Building will remain unresolved.  

Conflict of interest in Chair of the Committee 

16 The HC recommendation is fatally flawed given the existence of a conflict of interest. The Chair of 
the State Heritage Register Committee and Deputy Chair of the Heritage Council, Ms Sheridan 
Burke, has a strong association with Docomomo Australia and was the immediate past Vice 
President for NSW. Docomomo Australia is a group whose purpose is to lobby for the inclusion of 
20th Century buildings on heritage registers.  It was and remains a key player in advocating for the 
state listing of the MLC building. Minutes of the Heritage Council indicate Ms Burke has not declared 
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this interest or stood aside from her role in this matter. The NSW Government Boards and 
Committees Guidelines state “a conflict of interest exists when it is likely that a member could be 
influenced by a personal or business interest” (see Section 7.4).  Ms Burke clearly has a relevant 
interest in the preservation of 20th Century buildings and the inclusion of those buildings on the 
State Heritage Register. That undeclared interest undermines the integrity of the Listing 
Committee’s work in relation to the MLC building and is a further powerful reason why the IPC 
should not place any reliance on the Heritage Council recommendation in undertaking its review and 
making its recommendation to the Minister. 

Conflict of interest in Heritage Council’s expert advisor 

17 There is a second conflict of interest in that a director of Urbis, the firm which was engaged to 
prepare the Economic Assessment, has not only a connection with Docomomo as stated on the 
Urbis website but prepared a submission on behalf of an adjoining private landowner strongly 
objecting to the proposed redevelopment of the MLC Building.  This should have raised questions 
about the independence of Urbis to undertake the Economic Assessment for the Heritage Council 
and makes it impossible for the IPC to place any reliance on the Economic Assessment. 

Conclusion 

For the reasons provided above, the MLC Building does not meet the threshold for State 
significance.  Further, the owner’s investigations have made it clear that if the building is to be 
retained significant interventions will be required at vast cost, effectively requiring it to be 
reconstructed and resulting in a building which is a replica of the original building and will render it 
incapable of reasonable or economic use.  

The owner has, since the decision by the Heritage Council not to proceed with State listing in 
2013, invested significant time and expert resources in developing a new development proposal 
for the site which is responsive to the planning controls and strategy for the North Sydney 
business district.  It is that development proposal which has drawn the attention of special interest 
heritage lobbyists such as Docomomo and led to the present recommendation for State heritage 
listing. It is not reasonable to expect the private sector to bear the risk of a heritage listing being 
recommended for a building if this occurred after an earlier decision was made not to list the 
building and where extensive time and money has since been invested in a development proposal.   

A more fulsome consideration of the mandatory matters set out in the Heritage Act so as to 
achieve the appropriate balance between conservation of the State's heritage, the rights of 
landowners and the costs of heritage conservation overwhelmingly demonstrates that this current 
recommendation for listing has no merit to proceed. 

  

Yours sincerely 
IOF Custodian Pty Ltd 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Jonathan Callaghan 
Chief Executive Officer  
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Executive Summary  

This submission has been informed by a comprehensive review of the Heritage Council Recommendation to List – 

MLC Building North Sydney (former) on the State Heritage Register (including all attachments) dated 9 February 

2021. This submission confirms that the Heritage Council’s recommendation will not allow the Minister to 

appropriately consider the mandatory matters in s32(1) of the Heritage Act. Specifically, under Section 32(1c) of 

the Heritage Act, the Minister must consider ‘whether the listing would render the item incapable of reasonable or 

economic use’. The following summary confirms that Heritage Council’s recommendation has not properly 

considered (and has largely overlooked) this mandatory consideration:  

 The Heritage Council concluded that ‘’a reasonable or economic use of the building if listed is possible based on 

the advice provided in the economic analysis.” The Urbis economic assessment, however, does not support this 

conclusion, rather the Urbis report outlines that Option 4 (demolishing the existing building to develop a new 27 

level A Grade office tower) “provides the best option, however is predicated on the current heritage listing 

having no impact on the development for it to be realisable.” Rather than suggesting reasonable or economic 

use of the building if listed, the final recommendations of the Urbis economic assessment specifically outline the 

need for additional work to be undertaken. As such, the Heritage Council has therefore placed a great deal of 

weight on a high-level assessment (that recommends addition work be undertaken) in making its determination 

on reasonable or economic use of the building which cannot be adequately relied upon in this mandatory 

consideration under Section 32(1c) of the Heritage Act. 

 The MLC Building no longer responds to modern tenant requirements, and structural limitations of both the 

Miller Street and Denison Street wings mean that a refurbishment, or partial redevelopment of the site, will be 

unable to materially improve the quality of the asset. Our review of the office market outlook indicates that 

without redevelopment, and subject to a heritage listing and refurbishment, or partial development option only 

the landowner would be left with a comprised, older asset. Inefficient floorplates and the built form would only 

provide B grade quality commercial office stock - which is a challenged and declining market segment in North 

Sydney. The result would be lower tenant demand, reducing occupancy rates in the MLC Building and an asset 

that is only able to achieve below average market rents. When combined with the higher maintenance and 

relative operating costs for the ageing asset, we consider that the result of a heritage listing would be an 

uneconomic asset situated in this prime location in the heart of the North Sydney CBD. 

 The Heritage Council’s decision to rely on PTW’s alternate redevelopment ‘Scenario 3’ to conclude a major 

upgrade was possible, incorrectly relies on the flawed assumption that Scenario 3 would be approved on 

planning grounds, despite it being contrary to the key objective of the North Sydney LEP 2013, relating to North 

Sydney Centre planning controls and the practical and recent application of those controls. Given the inherent 

planning risk involved with Scenario 3, it does not enable reasonable use of the site which is mandatory 

consideration under Section 32(1c) of the Heritage Act.          

 Under PTW ’s Scenario 3, the existing western wing of the MLC Building is retained. In this scenario, the 

southern façade of the western wing cannot be meaningfully activated to Brett Whiteley Place as it is a 

structural sheer wall. In this regard, this is a significant impediment to enabling an improved urban outcome by 

increasing, activating and greening public space, consistent with the relevant Premier’s Priority and Direction of 

the Greater Sydney Region Plan. Under Scenario 3 the heritage and structural requirement to retain the 

western wing in situ, does not enable reasonable use of the site which is mandatory consideration under 

Section 32(1c) of the Heritage Act.          

 Under PTW ’s Scenario 3, the western wing is retained, therefore there would be considerable and potentially 

prohibitive site characteristics that would challenge any future subterranean pedestrian connection between the 

North Sydney Rail Station and the Victoria Cross Metro Station. This includes the footprint of the western wing 

and the site’s challenging topography, sloping down to Denison Street. As such, Scenario 3 does not maximise 

the site’s potential to contribute to a well-connected North Sydney Centre and this does not enable reasonable 

use of the site, which is mandatory consideration under Section 32(1c) of the Heritage Act 

 The conclusions of the Heritage Council should be reconsidered as the evidence used in the determination was 

incomplete, or high level in nature, and recommended further investigation. More recently available data and 

review of the North Sydney office market highlights the fact that a listing would result in the MLC Building being 

incapable of reasonable or economic use, which has not been adequately addressed in the Heritage Council 

submission and is a mandatory consideration under Section 32(1c) of the Heritage Act.  
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1.0 Introduction 

The Independent Planning Commission (IPC) has been asked to provide advice to the Minister responsible for the 

Heritage Act 1977 (Heritage Act) on the proposed listing of the MLC Building, North Sydney, on the State Heritage 

Register. On 19 February 2021, the IPC released a statement noting that public submissions will be accepted in 

relation to this matter up until 5pm AEDT on Thursday 1 April 2021. 

 

This submission has been prepared by Ethos Urban on behalf of IOF Custodian Pty Ltd ATF Miller Street North (the 

Proponent) and should be read in conjunction with their submission dated 30 March 2021. The purpose of this 

report is to inform the IPC of the discrepancies and shortcomings that have informed the Heritage Council of NSW’s 

(Heritage Council) recommendation. Specifically, the Heritage Council’s recommendation will not allow the Minister 

to appropriately consider the mandatory matters in Section 32(1) of the Heritage Act. 

 

This submission has been informed by a comprehensive review of the Heritage Council Recommendation to List – 

MLC Building North Sydney (former) on the State Heritage Register (including all attachments) dated 9 February 

2021.  

2.0 Heritage NSW Recommendation 

IOF Custodian made a submission on 8 October 2020 to the Notice of intention to consider listing on State Heritage 

Register objecting to the proposed listing of 105 Miller Street, North Sydney on the State Heritage Register. The 

submission sets out the range of reasons the building did not meet the tests under the Heritage Act.  

 

At its meeting of 3 November 2020 the Heritage Council considered submissions received and resolved to gain 

further advice for its consideration through a peer review of the IOF Custodian objection. PTW and Urbis were 

engaged by the Heritage Council and copies of the respective peer reviews were attached to the Heritage Council’s 

final recommendation dated 9 February 2021.  

 

Following the advice from the peer reviews, the Heritage Council resolved to recommend that the Minister list the 

MLC Building, North Sydney on the State Heritage Register. Specifically, the Heritage Council noted:  

 

“The peer review demonstrated that the building is capable of sympathetic adaptive reuse and that careful and 

considered intervention into fabric would not diminish the significance of the building. A range of adaptive reuse 

scenarios were explored and costed including the proposed demolition and redevelopment. An economic 

analysis provided in the peer review demonstrated that there are a number of economically viable options should 

this building be retained in full or in part. Consideration of these issues formed a large part of the Heritage 

Council’s consideration of this matter”. 

 

In fulfilling its obligations under the Heritage Act, the Heritage Council is required to take into consideration a wide 

range of matters. If the Heritage Council has been misinformed by conclusions or omissions contained within the 

peer reviews, it cannot properly fulfil its role under the Heritage Act. The following sections detail the planning and 

economic flaws and deficiencies in the material that has informed the Heritage Council’s recommendation. 
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3.0 Key Issues in Peer Review 

3.1 Overshadowing of Brett Whiteley Place – PTW Scenario 3  

PTW tested an alternate redevelopment concept that involves retaining the MLC Building western wing and 

redeveloping the eastern wing to comprise an 18 storey building form with varying setbacks from Brett Whitley 

Place. This has been identified as ‘Proposed Indicative Scenario 3’ and is illustrated at Figure 1 below. The 

Heritage Council used this scheme to conclude that major upgrade of the building would render the building capable 

of reasonable and economic use.  

 

The height controls for the North Sydney Centre were informed by the principle of protecting the RE1 Public 

Recreation zoned land within the North Sydney Centre, and the residential areas outside of the Centre at certain 

times of day during the year from overshadowing. PTW prepared 3 shadow diagrams to accompany Scenario 3 

which showed an unidentified time on the 21 June, 23 September and 22 December.  

 

The PTW analysis was insufficient to understand the actual impact of the new wing on Brett Whiteley Place and 

failed to have regard to Clause 6.3 North Sydney Centre Building Heights and Massing of the North Sydney LEP. 

Specifically, Clause 6.3(2) stipulates that development consent must not be granted to a development that would 

result in a net increase in overshadowing between 12 pm and 2 pm from the March equinox to the September 

equinox (inclusive) on land that is within Zone RE1 Public Recreation. As illustrated at Figure 2, Scenario 3 will 

generate additional overshadowing to the RE1 zoned area of Brett Whiteley Place, between Miller Street and 

Denison Street.  

 

Whilst Clause 6.3(4) provides an exemption to the overshadowing prohibition for the MLC site, (an outcome of the 

refusal of the 2001 addition proposal on the basis of overshadowing Brett Whiteley Place), the objective under 

Clause 6.3(1b) is “to promote a height and massing that has no adverse impact on land in Zone RE1 Public 

Recreation in the North Sydney Centre…”.  In this regard, Scenario 3 is inconsistent with this key objective for the 

North Sydney Centre as additional overshadowing of a valuable public place during the lunchtime period is clearly 

an adverse environmental impact. This impact is exacerbated in the North Sydney Centre context, where quality 

public open space receiving good solar access is scarce, particularly during the lunchtime period when the 

affectation occurs.  

 

The Victoria Cross Over Station Development (OSD) relied on the Minister’s powers under State Significant 

Development to approve a partly prohibited development that overshadowed Brett Whiteley Place. Despite also 

having the statutory power overshadow the public space, in this recent example, the Victoria Cross OSD was only 

allowed to generate additional shadow on an awning over the public open space and created no additional shadow 

on the public space itself. It is noted that the PTW Report misleadingly implies that the Victoria Cross development 

was allowed to overshadow Brett Whiteley Place from mid April to mid August, however, the building actually sits 

within the existing shadows already cast by other buildings in North Sydney during this time.  

 

In this regard, the Heritage Council’s decision to rely on Scenario 3 to conclude a major upgrade was 

possible, incorrectly relies on the flawed assumption that Scenario 3 would be approved on planning 

grounds, despite it being contrary to the key objective of the North Sydney Centre planning controls and 

the practical and recent application of those controls. As such, Scenario 3 cannot be relied upon as a 

scheme that is capable of reasonable use.                                                                                (our emphasis).  
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Figure 1 Indicative Scenario 3 

Source: PTW  

 

Figure 2 Scenario 3 - additional overshadowing 
to Brett Whitley Place at an unidentified time on 23 
September (in green) 

Source: PTW  

3.2 Economic Assessment  

The Heritage Council concluded that ‘’a reasonable or economic use of the building if listed is possible based on the 

advice provided in the economic analysis.” The economic analysis refers to the MLC Building North Sydney 

Economic Assessment prepared by Urbis in February 2021 for the Department of Premier and Cabinet NSW (the 

Urbis economic assessment). 

 

In its conclusion the Heritage Council has relied heavily on the Urbis assessment. However, the Urbis economic 

assessment clearly admits significant qualifications including: 

 

“Our methodology includes a preliminary assessment of value for each option and deducts the costs of 

construction to arrive at an “as is” value for each option. As we do not have sufficient information 

available to prepare detailed development feasibility assessments, this preliminary valuation based 

assessment will give a relative indication on the potential upside or downside available to the owner under 

each option. Ideally, a more detailed assessment should be undertaken on the preferred option. 

 

We note that we have not physically inspected the property, as such have relied on publicly available 

information and also reports and information provided to us Heritage NSW, PTW and Turner & Townsend.  

We note that we have not had the benefit of a detailed engineering assessment to confirm the 

representation made by the building owner.”       

                                                                                                                                                (our emphasis)  

 (Page 17 - MLC Building North Sydney Economic Assessment, February 2021) 

 

The Urbis economic assessment undertakes a financial and economic assessment of up to four options based on 

the PTW assessment. The four options are generally defined to include: 

 
Option 1 –assumes requirement for minimal maintenance and repair to make it useable (this is effectively 

the base case for comparison purposes) 

Option 2 –retention of the current building with full remediation works as proposed in the submission 
presented by IOF Custodian,  

Option 3 –assumes retention and remediation of the Miller Street wing with a state heritage listing 
together with demolition and development of a new wing fronting Denison Street, as per a concept 
developed by PTW, and  

Option 4 –the full demolition and replacement with a new office building as proposed by the landowner.  

  (Page 8 - MLC Building North Sydney Economic Assessment, February 2021) 
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Following review, the Urbis economic assessment concludes that: 

 

Option 1 –this provides the base scenario for comparison against other options and is considered to be a 
good proxy for current value as the last publically [sic] available valuation as at May 2018 placed the 
value at $233,000,000. 

Option 2 –This result indicates that the extent of works proposed by the owner as estimated by WT 
Partnership would not be viable compared to the base option. Option 2a utilises the estimated costs 
quoted in the Ethos Urban SEE that was lodged with the development application.  This option 
indicates that it is possible for the owner to be no worse off if the costs can be managed to the lower 
end of the range. 

Option 3 –This option indicates that a partial redevelopment of the site retaining the Miller Street building 
fully refurbished could be viable for the owner and is supported by the analysis undertaken by PTW 
that indicates that overshadowing of Brett Whitely Place will not add to the impacts of the Victoria 
Cross over station development.  This option is worthy of a more detailed assessment. 

Option 4 –This provides the best option, however is predicated on the current heritage listing having no 
impact on the development for it to be realizable. 

(Page 6 - MLC Building North Sydney Economic Assessment, February 2021) 

 

The Urbis economic assessment acknowledges that the most viable scenario is Option 4 (demolish the existing 

building to develop a new 27 level A Grade office tower), attributed to the larger amount of floorspace and higher 

rents that could be achieved under Option 4, which adds materially to the estimated completed value (page 19 - 

MLC Building North Sydney Economic Assessment, February 2021). The Urbis economic assessment assumed 

costs of refurbishment at the ‘lower end of the range’ for Option 2a, however, an updated definitive cost plan 

prepared by the landowner shows that refurbishment costs would equate to some $212 million (WT Partnership, 

October 2020). As such, Option 2a is no longer viable due to the increased costs associated with refurbishment. 

Option 3 remains as the other option, and as stated by Urbis, ‘could be viable’ and requires a more detailed 

assessment. As a result, the conclusions of the Heritage Council that the economic assessment demonstrates 

reasonable or economic use of the building post refurbishment is erroneous and is not supported by the findings of 

the Urbis economic assessment. Furthermore, as outlined in Section 3.1 above, scenarios such as Option 3 are 

also not viable due to planning considerations and resulting negative impacts.  

 

The final recommendations of the Urbis economic assessment outlined the need for additional work to be 

undertaken stating: 

 

“Based on our analysis, we make the following recommendations to the Heritage Council NSW: 

 

•Given the range of remediation costs produced by the owner in the Development Application and 

response to the proposed State Significant Heritage listing, Urbis recommends that further assessment 

of remediation options be undertaken by an independent engineer to assess the viability of different 

approaches to resolve potential issues associated with the repairs to the building façade, fire rating, 

external masonry tiles and flooding.  The key objective of this assessment would be to ensure that 

different approaches are considered that may reduce the cost to the owner to maintain the building in its 

current form. 

 

•In the event that remediation costs outlined in the WT Partnership are confirmed by a detailed 

engineering assessment, making the retention of the building unviable for the owner, the Heritage 

Council should consider if a hybrid development that retains part of the existing structure along Miller 

Street and development of a new building on Denison Street would provide a suitable heritage outcome 

for the site. This would require a further assessment through a detailed design, costing and feasibility 

study to confirm that the option is viable and able to be delivered on the site.” 

 

  (Page 20 - MLC Building North Sydney Economic Assessment, February 2021) 

 

The above, highlights the preliminary and high-level nature of the MLC Building North Sydney Economic 

Assessment, which clearly states that additional work is required in order to deliver a robust assessment. Some of 

the overlooked matters for consideration are identified in Section 4.0 below.  
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The Heritage Council has therefore placed a great deal of weight on a high-level assessment in making its 

determination on reasonable or economic use of the building. In our view, in making its determination for 

the MLC Building, it is inappropriate and erroneous for the Heritage Council to rely on a high-level 

assessment that recommends addition work be undertaken, particularly in the context of a site of this size 

and importance in the heart of the North Sydney CBD. As such, the Heritage Council has not adequately 

considered the reasonable or economic use of the site which is mandatory consideration under Section 

32(1c) of the Heritage Act.                                                                                                             (our emphasis) 

4.0 Overlooked Matters for Consideration  

This section outlines key matters for consideration that the Heritage Council has overlooked that would render the 

MLC Building incapable of economic and reasonable use.  

4.1 Market Outlook 

Market context and the outlook for North Sydney form a key consideration with regard to reasonable and economic 

use of the MLC Building. The MLC Building is used for commercial office purposes, and both the reasonable and 

economic use of the asset is dependent on the building’s ability to attract and retain tenants in order to secure rental 

income that delivers a viable commercial return for the landowner. This is a key consideration for the MLC Building 

in the context of a State heritage listing.  

 

As outlined previously, the Heritage Council relied heavily on the Urbis economic assessment which specifically 

states the recommendation to undertake further work in order to adequately test development options. 

 

Ethos Urban has undertaken research on the North Sydney office market and can make comment, particularly 

having regard to the potential viability of a refurbished or redeveloped MLC Building at 105 Miller Street. Key 

findings are outlined in the following sub-sections.  

4.1.1 Modern Tenant Requirements and Future Supply 

Modern Tenant Requirements  

It is our view that the MLC Building will not be able to respond to the needs of modern tenant requirements, or a 

contemporary workforce, due to structural issues associated with the existing built form that cannot be fully resolved 

through refurbishment or partial redevelopment. By maintaining the existing MLC Building, in full or in part, the 

building will remain less appealing to contemporary tenants and result in an unviable asset. This will result in a 

material impact on the economic viability of the building, rendering the MLC Building incapable of reasonable or 

economic use in the foreseeable future.  

 

The State and Local Government have shared economic objectives in prioritising and establishing a stronger and 

more competitive Harbour CBD, and to grow economic development in the North Sydney CBD (objectives are 

outlined further in Section 4.2). In order to achieve this vision, and to remain a key commercial office market in 

Greater Sydney, North Sydney must continue to evolve in order to attract and retain key tenants and appeal to a 

modern workforce. 

 

A review of the North Sydney office market performance supports this proposition, where high quality commercial 

office stock (premium and A grade stock as defined by the Property Council of Australia (PCA)) remain highly 

sought after by major tenants. It will be important to continue to develop new commercial office supply of this quality 

that will attract and retain major commercial occupiers in North Sydney. 

 

A review of PCA data on net absorption by stock grade (sourced from the PCA Office Market Report, January 2021) 

demonstrates the strong demand for premium and A grade floorspace in North Sydney, with high negative net 

absorption figures associated with secondary grade stock, particularly B grade floorspace. Often this can be 

attributed to a tenant’s desire to move out of secondary grade stock on lease expiry and seek out upgraded, higher 

quality premises in newly developed stock.  
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This ‘flight to quality’ will become even more evident in a post COVID-19 environment, as businesses seek to 

occupy less, higher quality floorspace that cater to more flexible work arrangements for their businesses. In the 

North Sydney office market, this trend is particularly clear when new supply is developed and emphasised recently 

with several new office developments being completed in 2020. 

 

An examination of lease activity across major tenants (assumed to be tenants of around 1,000m2 or larger) in North 

Sydney over the last three years also highlights the desire for quality commercial office floorspace, with the review 

indicating that over 90% of all new leases for major tenants have been in buildings typically classified as premium 

and A grade properties (sourced from office market reports and agency data since 2018). 
 

North Sydney Office Net Absorption by Grade 

 

 
The analysis of the office market demonstrates the need to provide high quality (premium or A grade) facilities in 

North Sydney in order for assets (and the market) to remain competitive and appealing to a wide range of 

businesses and workers. This is all the more important in the post COVID-19 environment where attracting 

businesses and the workforce back into CBDs is a key consideration for economic activity and recovery. Major 

tenants currently seek high-quality office space, with large, efficient floorplates that support flexibility and foster 

collaboration, but also help to attract and retain staff which is a key consideration for growing businesses. 

 

This view of the office market is supported by government objectives including the NSW Premier’s Priorities and 

Greater Sydney Commission’s Greater Sydney Region Plan as well as Eastern City and North District Plans. In 

addition, other consultants have also supported the need for modern, quality commercial office stock in 

North Sydney, including Urbis in the MLC Building North Sydney Economic Assessment, February 2021 

who outline: 

 “To motivate tenants to consider North Sydney it is important to match…contemporary Premium and A Grade 

buildings…”  

 “Features needed to attract…tenants: Modern A Grade and Premium [space], generous floorplates, efficient 

floorplates that provide for contiguous available space…”  

(pg. 15 – Economic Assessment) 

Urbis also assessed the outlook and potential for the North Sydney market in the North Sydney Office Market 

Report prepared in January 2021 for a private client (Stockland) as part of the application for the 110-122 Walker 

Street development. This report was prepared by Urbis around the same time as the peer review economic 

assessment prepared for the Heritage Council and highlighted the importance of delivering modern office space to 

North Sydney in order to attract talent and business.  
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Key points outlined in the Urbis report prepared in support of Stockland’s redevelopment of an existing site include: 

 “Vacancy rates for B Grade stock recorded 10% in July 2020 and has been trending down over the last five 

years. However, B Grade floorspace vacancy has remained relatively constant over the past 5 years, despite 

increasing total B Grade floorspace, indicating falling demand for B Grade stock. C and D Grade vacancy 

recorded 7.2% and 3.8% in July 2020 respectively.  

(p. 21 - North Sydney Office Market Report, January 2021)” 

 “New commercial developments are a key to building the amenity into the fabric of the North Sydney CBD as 1 

Denison Street is doing and the Victoria Cross.”  

(p. 29 - North Sydney Office Market Report, January 2021)  

 “North Sydney CBD’s Potential has been stifled by a lack of quality supply”  

(p.31 - North Sydney Office Market Report, January 2021) 

 “Historically the lack of supply of contemporary A Grade stock in the North Sydney CBD has been a major 

constraint on attracting large scale occupiers and tenants from the Sydney CBD. There is only one building 

every few years. In the last few years new projects have been well supported by the market at: 

− 100 Mount Street (completed) 

− 118 Mount Street (under construction) 

− 1 Denison Street (recently completed)… 

The legacy of B Grade buildings has held North Sydney back from attracting large tenants and pulling 

from the CBD…  

Implication for 110-122 Walker Street: The interest and take-up in quality buildings in recent years 

provides a positive signal that 110-122 Walker Street will generate strong interest provided it delivers the 

attributes that the market responds to, i.e. generous floorplates, views, 3rd spaces, activated spaces.” 

(p.31 - North Sydney Office Market Report, January 2021) 

 “Total flexibility of the asset is the target outcome when tenants are making decisions on new office space. 

Larger floorplates will always be an advantage as long as they are well considered to meet workplace demands. 

The size of floorplates is a significant factor to get right for the market. Quality net lettable area (NLA) is also 

important which means column free space, columns that are not bulky and the floor engages with the façade. 

For efficiency and flexibility a side core is preferred since there is no need to have circulation around the edge.”  

(p.33 North Sydney Office Market Report, January 2021) 

 

While several insights from the Urbis North Sydney Office Market Report were also provided in the MLC Building 

North Sydney Economic Assessment, February 2021 it is clear that strong focus and market need exists to provide 

modern, high quality facilities in order to attract key occupiers to North Sydney. This fact has been understated in 

the MLC Building North Sydney Economic Assessment, February 2021, which presented a high-level assessment 

and appears to contrast with views expressed by the same consultant in the North Sydney Office Market Report 

prepared in January 2021 for a private client. The North Sydney Office Market Report prepared by Urbis in January 

2021 supports the redevelopment of an existing B Grade office asset at a competing site along Walker Street, North 

Sydney with the purpose of delivering modern, high quality commercial office floorspace which the same consultant 

said was key to that project’s success. 

 

More recent data that has since become available on the North Sydney office market following the preparation of 

the Urbis reports further emphasises the trends outlined above. The most recent PCA data for the North Sydney 

office market indicates that the vacancy rate for B Grade office stock increased from 10% in July 2020 to 24.2% by 

January 2021. At 24.2% the vacancy rate for B Grade stock is the highest of all grades in North Sydney. A high 

vacancy rate is clear evidence of a lack of market demand for that type of stock. 
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MLC Building Appeal to Modern Tenants 

The ability for a refurbished MLC Building at 105 Miller Street to deliver the quality and standard required to attract 

modern corporate tenants, and compete in the evolving North Sydney market, will be impacted by the structural 

issues with the existing building. These limitations cannot be addressed through a refurbishment alone, as outlined 

by Bates Smart, including floor to floor heights of less than 2.7m, floorplate layout and configuration (including 

central columns), flooding issues and lower levels of amenity compared to modern assets.  

 

These structural limitations mean that even post-refurbishment the asset will at best retain its B grade rating. As a 

result the asset will not be attractive to modern corporate occupiers and will continue to operate within a challenging 

secondary grade market that is performing poorly in terms of lease activity and occupancy rates. 

 

The MLC Building has reached the end of its useable life at c60years (compared to typical average of c40-50years) 

and no longer responds to the needs of an evolving North Sydney market or aligns with key government objectives. 

If left in its current structural form, the MLC Building will remain a B grade asset due to fundamental built form 

limitations associated with both the Miller Street and Denison Street wings. As such, the MLC Building will find it 

extremely challenging to compete against new supply, resulting in negative long-term implications on the economic 

viability of the asset. Market expectations as to what makes a desirable office building are also changing, and there 

is the potential for further downgrades in the quality of the building over time, particularly as the market evolves and 

other developments are completed. 

 

The limited appeal of the MLC Building to modern tenants is also highlighted in the fact that MLC (now NAB) is 

vacating the building that has housed the business since its development 60 years ago. The group is consolidating 

into another suburban office market (Parramatta) at a modern, A Grade commercial office building (Parramatta 

Square).  

 

Urbis acknowledge the similar view of the North Sydney market and the MLC Building, as outlined in the Heritage 

Council response to the IPC request for information dated 28 April 2021, where Urbis state: 

“Overall … we have a similar alignment in terms of the market conditions and their impact on the current 

building as is. Furthermore, we agree that when taking account of the likely maintenance and rectification 

works based on cost estimates provided by the owner, a full heritage listing is likely to be unviable (as per 

our advice dated 4 February 2021).” 

“Therefore, based on what was presented … there is no significant or material difference of opinion 

between Urbis and Ethos Urban on market conditions or the viability of retaining the existing building with 

a full heritage listing in place.” 

Future Office Market Supply 

The North Sydney office market needs to grow and evolve in order to remain competitive with other commercial 

office locations and attractive to modern occupiers. As at January 2021, around 60% of North Sydney commercial 

office space was classified as secondary stock (PCA Office Market Report, January 2021). This compares to less 

than 40% in Sydney CBD, and around 30% in Macquarie Park, two key office markets that tenants will consider 

alongside office space in North Sydney. 

 

North Sydney is undergoing a period of transformation after a sustained period of minimal activity. Changing 

patterns of work, improved accessibility and infrastructure, and shifts in modern office tenant requirements are 

supporting this important change and reflected in new developments such as 100 Mount Street, 1 Denison Street 

and 118 Mount Street. Existing secondary grade assets in North Sydney are also recognising the need to evolve, 

transitioning through redevelopment to accommodate new and repurposed A grade floorspace in order to remain 

relevant and avoid long term structural vacancy – this includes projects such as 73 Miller Street and the proposed 

110 Walker Street development.  

 

A review of the current pipeline of office building development indicates that there is more than 250,000m² of new 

office floorspace likely to be completed in North Sydney over the period to 2025 (PCA Office Market Report, 

January 2021 and Cordell Connect). In addition, the Ward Street Precinct is a masterplan precinct within North 

Sydney that is proposed to include a central civic precinct, additional open space and green space for the CBD.  
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The masterplan also includes new commercial developments that will deliver 5,000 additional jobs, a new 

knowledge and cultural hub, as well as fine-grain “eat streets”. The gentrification of the Ward Street Precinct will 

contribute to the supply of future office stock in North Sydney.  

 

These findings outline the highly competitive office market context, with each of these future projects delivering 

more premium and A grade floorspace that will be vital to support the long term relevance of the North Sydney CBD 

as a key commercial office market in Greater Sydney. 

 

The high standard and quality of floorspace, services and built form required by modern tenants, along with the high 

levels of future development that is planned, highlight the significant cost and investment required for the MLC 

Building in order for the asset to remain competitive and relevant in the market. However, structural issues 

associated with the MLC Building including access, safety, lift operation, ceiling heights, floorplate configuration and 

amenities will be difficult and costly to resolve through refurbishment or partial redevelopment. However, several of 

these limitations, will be unable to be resolved (such as ceiling heights and floorplate configuration). 

 

Structural issues apply to both Miller Street and Denison Street wings and these limitations, will restrict the ability for 

a refurbishment or partial redevelopment of the site to deliver to modern tenant requirements. Even a partial 

redevelopment will still be subject to these structural limitations across all, or significant parts of the site and will 

impact on the MLC Building’s ability to compete for tenants in the competitive market.  

 

As a result, even with conservation works, the MLC Building will still be considered a B grade commercial 

office building due to structural limitations, as compared to the increasing provision of premium and  

A grade commercial office buildings becoming available in North Sydney – this will negatively impact on 

the rent likely to be paid for floorspace at the asset and as such, making it impossible to attract premium 

tenants prepared to lease the whole building, or even large parts of the building. This will result in the MLC 

Building being substantially less desirable than modern commercial developments, leading to long term 

vacancies and a building that is not economically viable.                                                            (our emphasis)  

4.1.2 Market Rent and Incentives 

The structural and physical limitations of the MLC Building impact on the market perception of quality, which 

influences the economic viability of the asset through tenant appeal and is reflected in the rental level likely to be 

achieved by the asset. 

 

Results from the recently released Knight Frank North Shore Office Market Report, March 2021 refer to January 

2021 figures outlining that the average net face rent for prime stock (Premium and A grade) in North Sydney was 

$829/m2. Rents being achieved for secondary stock (B-D grade) in North Sydney was $694/m2. It has been noted 

that due to market uncertainty associated with COVID-19 there has been limited rent growth in 2020. However, 

incentives being offered to attract and retain tenants has increased by around 5%-10% over the period from 

January 2020 to January 2021, and are currently estimated at around 30%.  

 

Reflecting current market conditions, including increased uncertainty, combined with substantial levels of additional 

supply, only modest rent growth is likely in the near team. When coupled with continued high level of incentives 

being offered to attract and retain tenants – this highlights the competitive market for commercial office space that 

exists in North Sydney. 

 

A review of market lease transactions across several premium and A Grade buildings in North Sydney show that 

higher rents can be achieved at the better quality assets, and at higher levels within each building (aligned to 

improved views and outlook for these tenancies). (Refer below Table).  

 

As a B Grade asset, with a building height of up to 12 stories, and restricted view corridors, the MLC Building will 

remain a less desirable asset for modern corporates within the North Sydney market, and will be unable to compete 

with new developments in the market. As a result, the rental level likely to be achieved by the MLC Building will 

remain well below modern, premium and A Grade buildings following a refurbishment or partial redevelopment. 
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A refurbished MLC Building is likely to achieve rents in line with secondary grade stock (i.e. B grade) under a best 

case scenario, reflecting the lower quality structural aspects of the building. This is supported by the Urbis analysis 

outlining Option 1 (minor refurbishment) where rents are assumed to be in the order of $650-$725/m2 (page 19 - 

MLC Building North Sydney Economic Assessment, February 2021). 

North Sydney Office Lease Transactions by Level 

  100 Pacific Hwy Coca Cola Place 73 Miller St 100 Arthur St 1 Denison St 100 Mount St 118 Mount St 

Built 2006 2010 
1990 - refurb. 

2020 
2007 2020 2018 2020 

Grade A Grade Premium A Grade A Grade Premium Premium A Grade 

Commercial Office Level & Rent ($/sqm)        

35     

$1,100 

  

34       

33     $1,020  

32        

31     

$865 

  

30       

29       

28       

27       

26     

$925 

 

25      

24        

23        

22        

21        

20        

19    $800    

18      

$790 

 

17    $840   

16       

15       

14 $850    

$750 

 

13      

12      

11     $900 

10       

9     

$655 

 

8      

7      

6   $860   

5  $855 

$850 

  

4     

3     

2     

1        

Source: Cushman & Wakefield, Ethos Urban 
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A definitive cost plan prepared for the landowner by WT Partnership outlines that the cost to refurbish the MLC 

Building is some $212 million, while costs associated with a partial redevelopment will be substantially higher. We 

understand that in order to achieve a commercial return that is commensurate with the risk and costs associated 

with the refurbishment works, the landowner would be required to achieve rents that are 50%-100% higher than 

what is considered a reasonable market rent for secondary grade office stock; and rents that are 30%-50% higher 

than current prime grade rents (premium and A Grade stock).  

 

Taking into account rents that are being recorded in the market currently, at higher quality assets than the MLC 

Building, offering substantially better amenities and views, suggests that it is unrealistic to expect rental levels of this 

magnitude could be achieved at the MLC Building even following a refurbishment, or partial redevelopment of the 

site.  

 

The result is that the commercial return achievable through major refurbishment, or a partial redevelopment of the 

site, is not commensurate with the associated risk and costs. Only a marginal improvement in the achievable market 

rent can be achieved due to the structural limitations of the MLC Building (across both the Miller Street and Denison 

Street wings). The cost to refurbish or redevelop part of the MLC Building is not justified by the economic return, 

with a refurbished, or partially redeveloped asset, still considered below contemporary premium or A Grade assets 

in the market. As such, the MLC Building will remain a B grade asset and unable to complete in the evolving North 

Sydney market. 

 

The competitive market in which the MLC Building operates reinforces the inability for the asset to remain viable 

under a refurbishment, or partial redevelopment option. This is due to the fact that the rental level likely to be 

required would be unachievable in the current market, or near future, based on the downward pressure on rents and 

large amount of new supply coming online in the coming years - this divergence will result in a material impact on 

the long term viability of the MLC Building at 105 Miller Street. As a result, this market outlook suggests that a  State 

heritage listing would result in the MLC Building being incapable of economic use. The reasonable or economic use 

of the MLC Building has not been adequately addressed in the Heritage Council submission under Section 32(1c) of 

the Heritage Act. 

 

Results from this analysis indicate that it is not a viable commercial proposition to refurbish, or partially redevelop 

the MLC Building. Our review of the office market outlook indicates that without redevelopment, and subject 

to a heritage listing and refurbishment, or partial development option only, the landowner would be left with 

a comprised, older asset. Inefficient floorplates and the built form would only provide B grade quality 

commercial office stock - which is a challenged and declining market segment in North Sydney. The result 

would be lower tenant demand, reducing occupancy rates in the MLC Building and an asset that is only 

able to achieve below average market rents. When combined with the higher maintenance and relative 

operating costs for the ageing asset, we consider a that the result of a heritage listing would be an 

uneconomic asset situated in this prime location in the heart of the North Sydney CBD.         (our emphasis) 

 

The conclusions of the Heritage Council should be reconsidered as the evidence used in the determination was 

incomplete, or high level in nature, and recommended further investigation. More recently available data and review 

of the North Sydney office market highlights the fact that a listing would result in the MLC Building being incapable 

of reasonable or economic use, which has not been adequately addressed in the Heritage Council submission.  

4.2 Appropriate Land Use and Alignment with Strategic Planning Imperatives 

The term “reasonable use” as referred to in Section 33(2)(c) of the Heritage Act should be interpreted by reference 

to the planning (including social and economic) framework existing at the time of the listing decision for that item. 

The following relevant planning framework considerations have not been considered in the Heritage Council’s 

recommendation. 

 

The ‘NSW Premier’s Priorities’ outline the NSW Government’s vision and objectives for the State’s near-term future 

and are intended to guide all government action. The first key priority for NSW is ‘a Strong Economy’, with the 

Government’s ambition “to build the strongest economy in the region, providing the jobs and investment 

opportunities that will take NSW to the next level”.  
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The importance of a Strong Economy is reflected in the Greater Sydney Commission’s Greater Sydney Region Plan 

and Eastern City and North District Plans which establish the priority to grow a stronger and more competitive 

Harbour CBD (Planning Priority N7) and includes a specific action (Action 24) for the North Sydney CBD to: 

 

Grow economic development in the North Sydney CBD to:  

a. maximise the land use opportunities provided by the new station  

b. grow jobs in the centre and maintain a commercial core  

c. strengthen North Sydney’s reputation as an education centre, to grow jobs and add diversity  

d. expand after hours’ activities  

e. encourage growth in business tourism as a conference location that takes advantage of North Sydney’s 

identity as a business hub, its location, access and views  

f. provide a variety of high quality civic and public spaces befitting a globally-oriented CBD, which can be 

utilised for a range of cultural and entertainment activities  

g. improve amenity by reducing the impact of vehicle movements on pedestrians  

h. create capacity to achieve job targets by reviewing the current planning controls.   

                                                                                                                                                              

As a 6,000sqm site in the geographic centre of the North Sydney CBD adjacent to the new Victoria Cross Metro 

Station, 105 Miller Street is the single largest and best opportunity in North Sydney to deliver on the NSW’s 

Government’s strategic planning imperatives.   

 

The existing building is a significant underutilisation of the key site’s development potential based on a compliant 

building envelope, and relative to the surrounding context and comparative city centre densities. A commercial CBD 

core with excellent transport access should expect Floor Space Ratio’s (FSRs) of over 12:1. The City of Sydney 

FSR’s range from 13.75-22:1. In North Sydney, the recent major developments 1 Denison, 100 Mount, 177 Pacific 

Highway and Victoria Cross all have FSRs ranging between 13:1 and 19:1. The current building has an FSR of just 

4.3:1. 

 

The underutilisation of the site’s development potential undermines achievement of the key strategic planning 

objectives for the North Sydney CBD outlined in Action 24 above and is contrary to the associated priorities and 

objectives in the strategic plans to deliver integrated land use and transport planning to create a 30-minute city, to 

grow a stronger and more competitive Harbour CBD, and to optimise infrastructure through land use planning.   

4.3 Provision and Activation of Public Domain  

Another Premier’s Priority for NSW is ‘Greener public spaces’ with the Government’s ambition to “Increase the 

proportion of homes in urban areas within 10 minutes’ walk of quality green, open and public space by 10% by 

2023”. This is reflected in one of the ten key directions of the Greater Sydney Region Plan – A Metropolis of Three 

Cities, which includes “a city in its landscape”.  

 

The North Sydney Centre is highly urbanised as a growing global centre. With increased densification comes a 

direct need for investment in new and upgraded local infrastructure to service and support the population living, 

working and visiting North Sydney. As alluded to at Section 3.1, this is particularly pertinent to North Sydney 

Centre, which has little existing public domain and open space to support the growing resident and worker 

population.  

 

The existing MLC Building has a highly visible interface with an important area of the North Sydney public domain, 

being Brett Whiteley Place to the south. This area has been designated as a public, pedestrian space incorporating 

landscaping and public art features. The existing MLC Building, particularly the western wing, has a poor 

relationship with this significant expanse of public domain. Specifically, the western wing substantially overshadows 

Brett Whiteley Place, reducing amenity for pedestrians.  

 

In addition, the ground floor of the MLC Building facing Brett Whiteley Place presents predominantly blank walls with 

little articulation and visual interest. As a result, there is little to no activation, interface or relationship between the 

existing MLC Building and Brett Whiteley Place at ground level.  
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Under PTW ’s Scenario 3, the western wing is retained. In this scenario, the southern façade of the western 

wing cannot be meaningfully activated as it is a structural sheer wall. In this regard, this is a significant 

impediment to enabling an improved urban outcome by increasing, activating and greening public space, 

consistent with the relevant Premier’s Priority and Direction of the Greater Sydney Region Plan. Under 

Scenario 3 the heritage and structural requirement to retain the western wing in situ, does not enable 

reasonable use of the site which is mandatory consideration under Section 32(1c) of the Heritage Act.          

                                                                                                                                                              (our emphasis)   

 

  

Figure 3 Blank walls with minimal activation to Brett Whiteley Place 

Source: Ethos Urban  

4.3.1 Connecting Heavy Rail to Metro  

The Greater Sydney Region Plan – A Metropolis of Three Cities, provides 10 high level policy directions supported 

by 40 objectives that inform the District Plans, Local Plans and Planning Proposals which follow in the planning 

hierarchy. A key direction is “a well-connected city”, supported by the objective of “integrated land use and transport 

creates walkable and 30-minute cities”.  

 

The site is uniquely positioned within North Sydney to enable a future subterranean pedestrian connection from the 

existing North Sydney Heavy Rail Station to the Victoria Cross Station adjoining the site to the north (refer to  

Figure 4). This future connection relies on the full redevelopment of the site, with the logical connection via the 

south west of the site, which is the high point and is located adjacent to the existing North Sydney Rail connection 

under the Pacific Highway to Greenwood Plaza (refer to Figure 5).  

 

Under PTW ’s Scenario 3, the western wing is retained, therefore there would be considerable and 

potentially prohibitive site characteristics that would challenge this future connection. This includes the 

footprint of the western wing and the site’s challenging topography, sloping down to Denison Street. As 

such, Scenario 3 does not maximise the site’s potential to contribute to a well-connected North Sydney 

Centre and this does not enable reasonable use of the site, which is mandatory consideration under 

Section 32(1c) of the Heritage Act.                                                                                           (our emphasis)                                                                                                                            
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Figure 4 Potential pedestrian link from the 
North Sydney Rail to Victoria Cross Metro 

Source: Bates Smart  

 

Figure 5 Existing pedestrian connection to North 
Sydney Rail Station (in red)  

 

 

5.0 Conclusion  

The Independent Planning Commission (IPC) has been asked to provide advice to the Minister responsible for the 

Heritage Act 1977 (Heritage Act) on the proposed listing of the MLC Building, North Sydney, on the State Heritage 

Register. This submission highlights a number of discrepancies and shortcomings that have informed the Heritage 

Council of NSW’s recommendation. As supported by our findings within this submission, we conclude that the 

Heritage Council’s recommendation will not allow the Minister to appropriately consider the mandatory matters in 

s32(1) of the Heritage Act.  
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The IPC Review Report is a high-level review of the building issues in the North 
Sydney MLC Building and a review of the Heritage NSW report from 2021. 

The report is divided into 8 sections. 

Section 1.0 includes a Letter of Support from the Bates Smart Board of Directors, 
followed by sections 2.0 - 5.0 which address the existing building issues, leasing 
issues, public domain issues and redevelopment challenges. 

Section 6.0 looks at the studies and previous DAs on the site. 

Sections 7.0 reviews the assumptions and conclusions found in the Heritage NSW 
report from February 2021, whilst section 8.0 investigates the Scenario 3 found within 
the Heritage NSW report. 
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Bates Smart has been asked by IOF Custodian Pty Ltd ATF Miller Street North Sydney to prepare this report 
in support of its submission to the IPC objecting to the listing of the MLC Building on the State heritage 
register. The purpose of the report is to highlight the significant issues with the building fabric, leaseability 
and public domain presentation issues with blank walls and service entries fronting Brett Whitely Place and 
Denison Street. In summary, these issues require the building to be taken back to its structural frame and 
rebuilt to provide a serviceable building for the next 50 years. Additionally, the building currently floods in a 
100 year rain event, which is approximately every two years, and will create significant pedestrian/vehicle 
conflicts with the Victoria Cross Metro on Denison Street due to the location of its loading dock and carpark 
entry.  

The report also addresses the significant redevelopment challenges having regard to the lateral structure and 
floor-to-ceiling heights. The building was designed prior to the introduction of earthquake design codes and 
thus the lateral structure does not comply with the current earthquake loading requirements. In addition the 
building was designed with a floor-to-floor height of 3.57m, well below a contemporary floor-to floor height of 
3.75m-3.9m, resulting in floor-to-ceiling heights below PCA A Grade (2.7m) when measures are introduces 
for the building to reach compliance and the mechanical system is upgraded to meet modern standards.  

An additional consideration is that the design was considered fundamentally flawed by Sir Osborn 
McCutcheon (refer quote from Jennifer Taylor in “Tall Buildings: Australian Business Going Up 1945-1970”).  

“It was during the design of this (MLC North Sydney) building that it became abundantly clear that 
a fundamental error had been made in the orientation of the building. …Chastened by this experience, 
McCutcheon issued an edict within the practice that no building designed by BSM was to be oriented in the east 
west direction.”  

During the construction of MLC North Sydney it was realised that with a west facing unshaded façade the 
air conditioning system would not be able to cope with the heat load.  The second inner skin of glass was 
added during construction to assist with heat load.  All subsequent MLC Designs had combined horizontal 
and vertical sunshades in response to the North Sydney experience.

1.0 EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY
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2.0 EXISTING BUILDING ISSUES



Denison Street

Miller Street

MLC Typical Floor Plan

The building and its services 
are now 65 years old and are 
at the end of their design life. 

Building services, facades, fire 
rating and flooding are seen as  

major issues.

5

BUILDING SERVICES
The MLC Building was designed in 1952 
and completed in 1956.  The building and its 
services are now 65 years old and are at the 
end of their design life. As was typical of Post 
War office buildings the building was designed 
as a functional office with little regard for 
context, heritage, and the public domain.  
 
All buildings services have passed their design 
life and require replacement including rooftop 
plant and floor services. The lifts are also 
outdated & require replacement.

2.0 EXISTING 
BUILDING ISSUES



TERRACOTTA TILE 
REPLACEMENT
Terracotta tiled north and south facades are 
delaminating from their substrate as identified 
in a 2002 ARUP Façade Report.  Loose tiles 
have been mechanically fixed to the substrate, 
however all tiles will need to be replaced in the 
future. 
There is currently an bi-annual testing regime 
required with all loose tiles required to be 
mechanically fixed.  

2.0 EXISTING 
BUILDING ISSUES

6

Denison Street

MLC Denison Street Plan

Miller Street
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CURTAIN WALL 
REPLACEMENT
The rubber gaskets used in the glazed east 
and west facades have disintegrated resulting 
in these facades leaking.  The gaskets cannot 
be replaced without removing the facades. 
Further, the aluminium curtain wall frame has 
corroded, requiring replacement. 
This requires full replacement of the curtain wall 
fabric. 

2.0 EXISTING 
BUILDING ISSUES

Denison Street

Miller Street

MLC Typical Floor Plan

“It was during the design of this 
(MLC North Sydney) building that 
it became abundantly clear that a 
fundamental error had been made 
in the orientation of the building. 

…Chastened by this experience, 
McCutcheon issued an edict within 

the practice that no building designed 
by BSM was to be oriented in the east 

west direction.”  
JENNIFER TAYLOR ‘TALL BUILDINGS: AUSTRALIAN 

BUSINESS GOING UP 1945-1970’
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FIRE RATING REPLACEMENT
The structural fire rating is below the 
mechanical services, and thus must be 
removed to allow the replacement of 
mechanical services as well as to provide 
contemporary flexibility of services required of a 
multi- tenant building.
The slab system only achieves a 60 minute 
FRL through fire engineering, on a DTS basis 
it will only achieve a 30 minute FRL. The NCC 
requires commercial office floors to achieve 
a 120 minute FRL. To allow for future tenant 
flexibility, a new slab of 140mm would be 
required, with additional fire protection of all 
columns and beams. 
The weight of the new topping slab requires 
strengthening of the current foundations, while 
also further reducing a sub-standard floor to 
floor. 

2.0 EXISTING 
BUILDING ISSUES

Denison Street

Miller Street

MLC Typical Floor Plan
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Miller Street Special Area

Denison Street

MLC Miller Street Plan

Miller Street

FLOODING
The lobby currently floods in a 100 year rain 
event, which is approximately every two years.  
This is caused by there being a low point in 
Miller Street where water ponds and cannot get 
around the corner to Pacific Highway, instead 
flowing down the Miller Street Special Area and 
flooding though the lobby and down the lift 
shafts.

Options to rectify have been investigated 
including:

 / Increased stormwater drainage capacity; 
however this capacity needs to increase 
through to the harbour; or
 / Hydraulic flood gates, which rely on regular 
& continuous maintenance, & would need to 
‘moat’ the Miller Street frontage.
The preferred solution is to raise the building 
entry above the 1:100 flood level. 

2.0 EXISTING 
BUILDING ISSUES
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3.0 LEASING ISSUES
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3.0 LEASING 
ISSUES
FLOORPLATE 
CONFIGURATION
Lever House in New York, Inland Steel 
Headquarters in Chicago, and Crown 
Zellerbach in San Francisco are considered 
to be highly functional floorplates for 
contemporary office. These floorplates provide 
opportunities for connectivity, collaboration, 
and well- proportioned contiguous spaces.
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3.0 LEASING 
ISSUES
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FLOORPLATE 
CONFIGURATION
ICI House was influenced by the floorplates of 
both Lever House and Inland Steel, yet with the 
perimeter columns not expressed similar to that 
of Lever House. 
On the other hand, the proportions (length & 
width) of the floorplate to MLC North Sydney 
creates a sense of disconnect, which is 
considered to be unsuitable for contemporary 
office use and subdivision.
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3.0 LEASING 
ISSUES
FLOOR TO FLOOR HEIGHTS
The floor to floor heights of the commercial 
levels are 3.57m, well below a contemporary 
floor to floor height of 3.75m - 3.9m. This 
results in compromised floor to ceiling heights 
below PCA A Grade (2.7m) when measures 
are introduced for the building to reach BCA 
compliance, and the mechanical system is 
upgraded to a contemporary standard. 

3.57m
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4.0 PUBLIC DOMAIN ISSUES



Denison Street

MLC Denison Street Plan

4.0 PUBLIC 
DOMAIN ISSUES

15

LOADING & SERVICES TO 
DENISON STREET
Denison Street was originally a service laneway, 
and as a result the existing building treats it 
as a back of house area, with a carpark entry, 
loading dock and essential services (sub-
station, hydraulic, fire, etc) fronting the laneway.  
With the arrival of Metro & impending 
pedestrianisation of Denison Street as outlined 
in the North Sydney Council Public Domain 
Plan, to be completed as part of Section 
94 Contributions from 1 Denison Street, the 
revitalisation and activation of Denison Street is 
a priority & cannot be achieved with the existing 
services and carpark/loading areas.  Further, 
the current location of loading and carpark 
entry create a pedestrian/vehicle conflict at the 
entry/exit to Metro on Denison Street. 



4.0 PUBLIC 
DOMAIN ISSUES
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Miller Street Special Area

Denison Street

MLC Miller Street Plan

Miller Street

SUNKEN WALKWAY TO 
MILLER STREET
Currently, the Miller Street Special Area has 
sunken levels away from the street. This results 
in accessibility issues, compromised street 
activation, and overland flow issues.



4.0 PUBLIC 
DOMAIN ISSUES
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BLANK WALL TO BRETT 
WHITELY PLACE
The Brett Whitely Place frontage contains 
inactive facades through the design of the solid 
north and south glazed walls to the existing 
building with unattractive low canopies.  The 
entire frontage has no sympathetic scale or 
rhythm to relate to the existing heritage shops 
opposite.

The solid walls are shear walls for the building, 
and thus cannot be opened or removed. 
The lower portion has floor levels that do not 
align with the street level making it difficult to 
activate. 

Denison Street

Miller Street

MLC Typical Floor Plan
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5.0 REDEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES
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5.0 
REDEVELOPMENT 
CHALLENGES
FIRE SEPARATION
To allow for the flexibility of services and 
tenancy modifications, as well as upgrading 
the fire rating to BCA compliance, the structural 
fire rating will need to be stripped down and 
replaced. The current concrete topping slab 
of 70mm does not provide adequate fire 
separation between the floor and would require 
thickening. 

Denison Street

Miller Street

MLC Typical Floor Plan
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LATERAL STRUCTURE
Given that the building was constructed in the 
1950’s prior to the introduction of earthquake 
design codes it is understood that the existing 
building lateral structure will not comply with 
the current earthquake loading requirements. 
Given the building height of approx. 55m from 
basement to roof/plant slab the critical lateral 
loading case for the building will be earthquake.
Given the expectation that the building should 
meet the requirements of NCC, the existing 
building lateral system would need to be 
upgraded.

5.0 
REDEVELOPMENT 
CHALLENGES

Shear Walls to 
be upgraded
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FLOOR TO CEILING HEIGHTS
The update of fire rating to achieve compliance 
along with an upgrade of the mechanical 
systems to contemporary standards results in a 
floor to ceiling height below PCA A Grade. 

With a 160mm slab allowance (120mm slab 
+ 40mm midspan ponding allowance) + 
425mm typical beam depth + 50mm fire spray 
allowance the total structural depth at the steel 
beams would be 635mm leaving a zone of only 
235mm between the underside of the structural 
zone and underside of a 2700mm ceiling – 
Assuming no raised access floor.

5.0 
REDEVELOPMENT 
CHALLENGES

35
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New 120mm slab (+40mm midspan ponding allowance) providing 120 FRL 
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Ceiling Height
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6.0 ADDITIONS - STUDIES



3.0 PUBLIC 
DOMAIN ISSUES
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OPTIONS FOR EXTENSION

1958-1996 
MLC Occupation

2000 
Glazed tile studies 
and rectification 
ARUP & Bates 

Smart

1997-1999 
Campus MLC  
Bates Smart & 

BVN

2002-2004 
MLC additions 
Bates Smart for 

ING

2010 
Retail opportunity studies  
Bates Smart for Investa

2010 
Building refurbishment 

studies 
Bates Smart for Investa

2015 
Opportunity studies 

Bates Smart for 
Investa

1952-1958 
Design + Construction 

Bates Smart & 
McCutcheon
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6.0 ADDITIONS - 
STUDIES
MLC ADDITIONS STUDY 2002
From 2002-04 Bates Smart undertook a study 
for the owner at that time, ING Real Estate, 
to consider adding a new volume to the MLC 
Building as a means to provide additional area 
to both maintain the existing tenant (MLC) as 
well as off-set the cost of rectification of the 
glazed tile facades.  

The following options were considered to 
extend the existing MLC Building:

1. Infill the ‘H’ shape between the Miller and 
Denison Street wings 
2. Extend the Denison Street wing north & 
south
3. Extend the Denison Street wing by wrapping 
it on the north and above
4. Extend the Denison Street wing vertically.

1

3

2

4
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DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION 
2002-2004
In 2002, A DA was lodged, which received 
approval from Heritage NSW; however could 
not be approved by North Sydney Council 
due to the LEP prohibition on overshadowing 
of public spaces.  This option provided only 
an additional 5000sqm area and required 
strengthening of the existing structure & 
foundations. The DA was withdrawn from 
Council.

6.0 ADDITIONS - 
STUDIES
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6.0 ADDITIONS - 
STUDIES

2002 DA application proposed cross section 2002 DA application proposed east elevation

2002 DA application proposed typical plan (l07-12)

2002 DA DRAWINGS
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4.4.2 OPTION 1: SOLAR ANALYSIS
The following shadow diagrams take place at 12pm on:
 / Winter Solstice  21 June 
 / Equinox   23 September
 / Summer Solstice  22 December 

The left-most diagram reveals how in the winter solstice, the proposed 
building envelope does not result in any additional overshadowing to 
Brett Whiteley Place, denoted as a Public Recreation Zone (RE1). Note 
however, that Brett Whiteley Place is already overshadowed during this 
period where the sun is at its lowest angle. 

The middle and right-most diagrams reveal how between the months 
of the equinox and summer solstice, the proposed building envelope 
results in additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, yet avoids 
any additional overshadowing to Greenwood Plaza, denoted as lying 
within a “Special Area.” 

The diagram generated for the winter solstice, the lowest sun angle, 
is 32.7 degrees. The equinox sun angle plane is at 56.16degrees, 
whilst the summer solstice, the highest sun angle, is generated at 
79.6degrees.
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New addition

Existing MLC building to be retained

North Sydney RE1 Zone - Public Recreation (Brett Whiteley Place)

North Sydney LEP Special Area

Additional Shadow cast by proposal

Site - 105 Miller Street

The provisions of Clause 6.3(5) of NSLEP state that:
(5)  In determining whether to grant development consent for development on land to which this Division applies, the 
consent authority must consider the following:
(a)  the likely impact of the proposed development on the scale, form and massing of the locality, the natural environment 
and neighbouring development and, in particular, the lower scale development adjoining North Sydney Centre”
( b)  whether the proposed development preserves significant view lines and vistas,
(c)  whether the proposed development enhances the streetscape in relation to scale, materials and external treatments.

4.4.2 OPTION 1: SOLAR ANALYSIS
The following shadow diagrams take place at 12pm on:
 / Winter Solstice  21 June 
 / Equinox   23 September
 / Summer Solstice  22 December 

The left-most diagram reveals how in the winter solstice, the proposed 
building envelope does not result in any additional overshadowing to 
Brett Whiteley Place, denoted as a Public Recreation Zone (RE1). Note 
however, that Brett Whiteley Place is already overshadowed during this 
period where the sun is at its lowest angle. 

The middle and right-most diagrams reveal how between the months 
of the equinox and summer solstice, the proposed building envelope 
results in additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, yet avoids 
any additional overshadowing to Greenwood Plaza, denoted as lying 
within a “Special Area.” 

The diagram generated for the winter solstice, the lowest sun angle, 
is 32.7 degrees. The equinox sun angle plane is at 56.16degrees, 
whilst the summer solstice, the highest sun angle, is generated at 
79.6degrees.
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New addition

Existing MLC building to be retained

North Sydney RE1 Zone - Public Recreation (Brett Whiteley Place)

North Sydney LEP Special Area

Additional Shadow cast by proposal

Site - 105 Miller Street

The provisions of Clause 6.3(5) of NSLEP state that:
(5)  In determining whether to grant development consent for development on land to which this Division applies, the 
consent authority must consider the following:
(a)  the likely impact of the proposed development on the scale, form and massing of the locality, the natural environment 
and neighbouring development and, in particular, the lower scale development adjoining North Sydney Centre”
( b)  whether the proposed development preserves significant view lines and vistas,
(c)  whether the proposed development enhances the streetscape in relation to scale, materials and external treatments.

23 SEPTEMBER (EQUINOX) 12PM

22 DECEMBER (SUMMER SOLSTICE) 12PM

From 2015 Bates Smart commenced a series 
of studies for INVESTA Property Group to 
consider the possibility of partial demolition 
of the MLC Building, and its replacement 
with a new office structure.  The aim of these 
studies was to maintain a the larger Miller 
Street Wing of the heritage structure while 
adding a contemporary office structure with 
contemporary floorplate widths and structural 
spans. 

REAR WING DEMOLITION 
FULL LENGTH WING / 2016
This replaced the Denison Street wing with a 
new wider office floorplate structure, running 
the full length of Denison Street. It doubled 
the existing NLA, however significantly 
overshadowed Brett Whitely Place annually, 
and for that reason could not be approved and 
so was not progressed.

6.0 ADDITIONS - 
STUDIES
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North Sydney LEP Special Area

Additional Shadow cast by proposal

Site - 105 Miller Street
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4.4.4 OPTION 2: SOLAR ANALYSIS
The following shadow diagrams take place at 12pm on:
 / Winter Solstice  21 June 
 / Equinox   23 September
 / Summer Solstice  22 December 

Similarly to option 1, the left-most diagram reveals how in the winter 
solstice, the proposed building envelope does not result in any 
additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, denoted as a Public 
Recreation Zone (RE1). Note however, that Brett Whiteley Place is 
already overshadowed during this period where the sun is at its lowest 
angle. 

The middle diagram reveals how during the equinox, the proposed 
building envelope results in additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley 
Place, yet avoids any additional overshadowing to Greenwood Plaza, 
denoted as lying within a “Special Area.” 

Whereas in the right-most diagram, there is no additional 
overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place and Greenwood Plaza during 
hte summer solstice. 

The diagram generated for the winter solstice, the lowest sun angle, 
is 32.7 degrees. The equinox sun angle plane is at 56.16degrees, 
whilst the summer solstice, the highest sun angle, is generated at 
79.6degrees.
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4.4.4 OPTION 2: SOLAR ANALYSIS
The following shadow diagrams take place at 12pm on:
 / Winter Solstice  21 June 
 / Equinox   23 September
 / Summer Solstice  22 December 

Similarly to option 1, the left-most diagram reveals how in the winter 
solstice, the proposed building envelope does not result in any 
additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, denoted as a Public 
Recreation Zone (RE1). Note however, that Brett Whiteley Place is 
already overshadowed during this period where the sun is at its lowest 
angle. 

The middle diagram reveals how during the equinox, the proposed 
building envelope results in additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley 
Place, yet avoids any additional overshadowing to Greenwood Plaza, 
denoted as lying within a “Special Area.” 

Whereas in the right-most diagram, there is no additional 
overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place and Greenwood Plaza during 
hte summer solstice. 

The diagram generated for the winter solstice, the lowest sun angle, 
is 32.7 degrees. The equinox sun angle plane is at 56.16degrees, 
whilst the summer solstice, the highest sun angle, is generated at 
79.6degrees.

REAR WING DEMOLITION 
SHORTER+TALLER WING / 
2016
This proposed a shorter but taller wing, whilst 
maintaining symmetry with the Miller Street 
wing. This however was highly visible above 
the Miller Street wing and continued to have 
significant overshadowing of Brett Whitely 
Place throughout the year. Again, this option 
could not be approved and was abandoned.

23 SEPTEMBER (EQUINOX) 12PM

22 DECEMBER (SUMMER SOLSTICE) 12PM

6.0 ADDITIONS - 
STUDIES
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REAR WING DEMOLITION 
WING PUSHED NORTH / 2016
This option relocated up to the northern 
boundary. The symmetry with the Miller Street 
wing and core was lost, was highly visible from 
Miller Street and continued to have significant 
overshadowing of Brett Whitely Place 
throughout the year. Again, this option could 
not be approved and was abandoned.

23 SEPTEMBER (EQUINOX) 12PM

22 DECEMBER (SUMMER SOLSTICE) 12PM

4.4.6 OPTION 3: SOLAR ANALYSIS
The following shadow diagrams take place at 12pm on:
 / Winter Solstice  21 June 
 / Equinox   23 September
 / Summer Solstice  22 December 

Similarly to option 2, the left-most diagram reveals how in the winter 
solstice, the proposed building envelope does not result in any 
additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, denoted as a Public 
Recreation Zone (RE1). Note however, that Brett Whiteley Place is 
already overshadowed during this period where the sun is at its lowest 
angle. 

Again, similarly to option 2, the middle diagram reveals how during 
the equinox, the proposed building envelope results in additional 
overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, yet avoids any additional 
overshadowing to Greenwood Plaza, denoted as lying within a 
“Special Area.” 

In the right-most diagram, there is no additional overshadowing 
to Brett Whiteley Place and Greenwood Plaza during hte summer 
solstice. 

The diagram generated for the winter solstice, the lowest sun angle, 
is 32.7 degrees. The equinox sun angle plane is at 56.16degrees, 
whilst the summer solstice, the highest sun angle, is generated at 
79.6degrees.
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4.4.6 OPTION 3: SOLAR ANALYSIS
The following shadow diagrams take place at 12pm on:
 / Winter Solstice  21 June 
 / Equinox   23 September
 / Summer Solstice  22 December 

Similarly to option 2, the left-most diagram reveals how in the winter 
solstice, the proposed building envelope does not result in any 
additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, denoted as a Public 
Recreation Zone (RE1). Note however, that Brett Whiteley Place is 
already overshadowed during this period where the sun is at its lowest 
angle. 

Again, similarly to option 2, the middle diagram reveals how during 
the equinox, the proposed building envelope results in additional 
overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, yet avoids any additional 
overshadowing to Greenwood Plaza, denoted as lying within a 
“Special Area.” 

In the right-most diagram, there is no additional overshadowing 
to Brett Whiteley Place and Greenwood Plaza during hte summer 
solstice. 

The diagram generated for the winter solstice, the lowest sun angle, 
is 32.7 degrees. The equinox sun angle plane is at 56.16degrees, 
whilst the summer solstice, the highest sun angle, is generated at 
79.6degrees.
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New addition

Existing MLC building to be retained

S12060.A / INVESTA / MLC NORTH SYDNEY 43
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North Sydney RE1 Zone - Public Recreation (Brett Whiteley Place)

North Sydney LEP Special Area

Additional Shadow cast by proposal

Site - 105 Miller Street

4.5.1 SOLAR ANALYSIS
The following shadow analysis diagrams are based on the Hybrid 
Scheme. The shadow diagrams take place at 12pm on:
 / Winter Solstice  21 June 
 / Equinox   23 September
 / Summer Solstice  22 December 

The diagrams reveal how the proposed building envelope does 
not result in any additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, 
denoted as a Public Recreation Zone (RE1). The building envelope 
also does not result in additional overshadowing to Greenwood Plaza, 
denoted as lying within a “Special Area.” 

Whilst there is overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, these are the 
shadows cast by the existing MLC Building.

The winter solstice is generated at 32.7degrees, the equinox sun angle 
plane is at 56.16degrees, whilst the summer solstice, the highest sun 
angle, is generated at 79.6degrees.

21 JUNE (WINTER SOLSTICE) 12PM 23 SEP (EQUINOX) 12PM 22 DEC (SUMMER SOLSTICE) 12PM
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4.5.1 SOLAR ANALYSIS
The following shadow analysis diagrams are based on the Hybrid 
Scheme. The shadow diagrams take place at 12pm on:
 / Winter Solstice  21 June 
 / Equinox   23 September
 / Summer Solstice  22 December 

The diagrams reveal how the proposed building envelope does 
not result in any additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, 
denoted as a Public Recreation Zone (RE1). The building envelope 
also does not result in additional overshadowing to Greenwood Plaza, 
denoted as lying within a “Special Area.” 

Whilst there is overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place, these are the 
shadows cast by the existing MLC Building.

The winter solstice is generated at 32.7degrees, the equinox sun angle 
plane is at 56.16degrees, whilst the summer solstice, the highest sun 
angle, is generated at 79.6degrees.

21 JUNE (WINTER SOLSTICE) 12PM 23 SEP (EQUINOX) 12PM 22 DEC (SUMMER SOLSTICE) 12PM

REAR WING DEMOLITION 
SOLAR PLANE WING / 2017
This option proposed a tapered form along 
Denison Street.  Lift cores were relocated to 
the north, creating difficulty servicing both 
the existing Miller Street wing and the new 
wing. The option did not create additional 
overshadowing Brett Whitely Place; however 
was highly visible and lost the symmetry with 
the Miller Street wing.
This was the only option that compiles with 
the North Sydney planning controls for 
overshadowing. It does however present a 
challenging relationship with the existing MLC 
building. 

23 SEPTEMBER (EQUINOX) 12PM

22 DECEMBER (SUMMER SOLSTICE) 12PM

6.0 ADDITIONS - 
STUDIES
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UPGRADING THE EXISTING 
MLC BUILDING

2017: DENISON STREET 
RETAIL REDEVELOPMENT

DEMOLITION AND 
REDEVELOPMENT OF 
MILLER & DENISON STREETS

2002: EXTENSION OF 
EXISTING MLC

OPTION 1: FIVE-LEVEL INFILL 
TO THE NORTH AND SOUTH 
OF CORE BETWEEN MILLER 
& DENISON ST WINGS

2002: EXTENSION OF 
EXISTING MLC

OPTION 2: EXTENSION OF 
DENISON ST FLOOR PLATE 
TO THE NORTH AND SOUTH

2002: EXTENSION OF 
EXISTING MLC 

OPTION 3: FLOOR PLATE 
EXTENSION TO THE NORTH 
OF DENISON ST WING PLUS 
FOUR NEW LEVELS ABOVE

2002: EXTENSION OF 
EXISTING MLC 

OPTION 4: SIX ADDITIONAL 
LEVELS ABOVE DENISON ST 
FLOOR PLATE

PLANNING

Consistent with the objectives of the North Sydney CBD Capacity and 
Land Use Strategy

X √ √ √ √ √

No additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place (RE1 zone) √ √ √ X X X

No additional overshadowing to Greenwood Plaza Special Area √ √ √ √ √ √

Maintains Miller Street Special Area √ √ √ √ √ √

Active retail frontages along Brett Whiteley Place √ √ √ √ √ √

Active retail frontages along Miller Street √ √ √ √ √ √

Active retail frontages along Denison Street √ √ √ √ √ √ √

PUBLIC BENEFIT

Increases solar access to Brett Whiteley Place (RE1 zone) X X X X X X

Extends and revitalises the Miller Street Special Area through raising levels 
to match street level

X X X X X X

Creates a covered public space as an extension of the Miller Street Special 
Area

X X X X X X

Creates a covered connection between Victoria Cross Metro and 
Greenwood Plaza, linking the two train stations

X √ X X X X

Provides through-site links to connect the pedestrianized streets of Miller 
Street & Denison Street

X √ X X X X

Provides additional cultural amenity to North Sydney X X X X X X

RELATIONSHIP TO ORIGINAL MLC BUILDING

Maintains existing MLC building √ √ √ √ √ √

Maintains Miller Street wing √ √ √ √ √ √

Reinterprets and re-use elements of original fabric √ X √ √ √ √

Provides a large innovative campus floorplate √ √ √ √ √ √

Provides a next generation in office typology X X X X X X

Provides open unencumbered floor plates √ √ √ √ √ √

Expresses a lightweight structure √ √ √ √ √ √

Provides clarity in Organisation & form √ √ X √ X √

Articulates and expresses services core √ √ √ √ √ √

Provides a landmark building form √ √ √ √ X √

DEVELOPMENT

Utilizes City of Sydney’s density levels to meet density demands for the 
21st century

X X X X X X

Provides a minimum total NLA of 60,000sqm* X

(26,000sqm)

X

(29,900sqm)

X

(30,300sqm)

X

(30,400sqm)

X

(30,400sqm)

X

(30,900sqm)

Provides a minimum FSR of 10:1 from the current 4.5:1*                        
(FSR: City of Sydney 4.5:1, Vic Cross Metro 13.3:1 , 1 Denison St 18.4:1)

X

(4.3:1)

X

(4.8:1)

X

(4.7:1)

X

(4.7:1)

X

(4.71)

X

(4.7:1)

SUBTOTAL                                                                                √ 15 18 15 15 13 15

                                                                                             X -11 -9 -11 -11 -13 -11

TOTAL      4 9 4 4 0 4

MAIN ISSUES N-S facades drumming
E-W facades leaking

mech replacement requires 
removal of fire-rating

Compromised activation of Miller 
St

No gain in FSR
Through-site link interrupted by 

existing core

3 volume expression diminished
Deep floor reduce A-grade spaces
Increased population impacts core

Overshadowing to RE1 zone
Increased population impacts core

Removal of podium spaces

Overshadowing to RE1 zone
New formal language

Reversed hierarchy of volumes

Overshadowing to RE1 zone
Minimal FSR gain

Strengthening of existing structure
* All areas and FSR calculations are approximate only

Extensive analysis of all 
redevelopment options was 
undertaken and is summarised on 
the following two pages. 
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2016: PARTIAL DEMOLITION 
OF MLC

OPTION 1: MAXIMISING THE 
LENGTH OF THE EASTERN 
WING

2016: PARTIAL DEMOLITION 
OF MLC

OPTION 2: MAXIMISING 
EFFICIENCY

2016: PARTIAL DEMOLITION 
OF MLC

OPTION 3: MAXIMISING 
HEIGHTS AND RETAINING 
THE SOUTHERN SETBACK 
TO THE EASTERN WING

2017: HYBRID SCHEME

PARTIAL DEMOLITION OF 
MLC + MAXIMUM ENVELOPE 
WITHOUT OVERSHADOWING 
GREENWOOD PLAZA & 
BRETT WHITELEY PLACE

2017: DEMOLITION AND 
REDEVELOPMENT

OPTION 1: NO ADDITIONAL 
OVERSHADOWING 
GREENWOOD PLAZA

2017: DEMOLITION AND 
REDEVELOPMENT 

OPTION 2: NO ADDITIONAL 
OVERSHADOWING 
GREENWOOD PLAZA & 
BRETT WHITELEY PLACE

PLANNING

Consistent with the objectives of the North Sydney CBD Capacity and 
Land Use Strategy

√ √ √ √ √ √

No additional overshadowing to Brett Whiteley Place (RE1 zone) X X X √ X √

No additional overshadowing to Greenwood Plaza Special Area √ √ √ √ √ √

Maintains Miller Street Special Area √ √ √ √ √ √

Active retail frontages along Brett Whiteley Place √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Active retail frontages along Miller Street √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Active retail frontages along Denison Street √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

PUBLIC BENEFIT

Increases solar access to Brett Whiteley Place (RE1 zone) X X X X X √

Extends and revitalises the Miller Street Special Area through raising levels 
to match street level

X X X X √ √

Creates a covered public space as an extension of the Miller Street Special 
Area

X X X √ √ √

Creates a covered connection between Victoria Cross Metro and 
Greenwood Plaza, linking the two train stations

X X X √ √ √

Provides through-site links to connect the pedestrianized streets of Miller 
Street & Denison Street

X X X √ √ √

Provides additional cultural amenity to North Sydney X X X √ √ √

RELATIONSHIP TO ORIGINAL MLC BUILDING

Maintains existing MLC building X X X X X X

Maintains Miller Street wing √ √ √ √ X X

Reinterprets and re-use elements of original fabric X X X √ √ √

Provides a large innovative campus floorplate √ √ √ √ √ √

Provides a next generation in office typology X X X X √ √

Provides open unencumbered floor plates √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Expresses a lightweight structure √ √ √ √ √ √

Provides clarity in Organisation & form X X X X √ √

Articulates and expresses services core X X X √ X √

Provides a landmark building form X X X X √ √

DEVELOPMENT

Utilizes City of Sydney’s density levels to meet density demands for the 
21st century

√ √ √ √ √ √

Provides a minimum total NLA of 60,000sqm* X

(59,100sqm)

X

(51,800sqm)

X

(57,300sqm)

X

(55,000sqm)

√

(81,400sqm)

√

(75,000sqm)

Provides a minimum FSR of 10:1 from the current 4.5:1*                        
(FSR: City of Sydney 4.5:1, Vic Cross Metro 13.3:1 , 1 Denison St 18.4:1)

X

(9.6:1)

X

(8.4:1)

X

(9.2:1)

X

(9.0:1)

√

(13.3:1)

√

(12.2:1)

SUBTOTAL                                                                                √ 11 11 11 19 23 28

                                                                                             X -15 -15 -15 -8 -5 -2

TOTAL      -4 -4 -4 11 18 26

Overshadowing to RE1 zone
Reversed hierarchy of volumes
Compromised street activation

Overshadowing to RE1 zone
Reversed hierarchy of volumes
Compromised street activation

Overshadowing to RE1 zone
Reversed hierarchy of volumes

New formal language

New formal language
Compromised hierarchy of 

volumes
Compromised floorplates and core 

location

Demolition of MLC building
Overshadowing to RE1 zone

Demolition of MLC building

* All areas and FSR calculations are approximate only
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Redevelopment 
In 2015 having concluded that refurbishment was not an option Bates Smart were 
commissioned to study demolition and redevelopment options.   Bates Smart are 
highly aware of the importance and legacy of this pioneering piece of architecture.   
 
In July 2017 Investa decided to proceed with a demolition and redevelopment 
option.  The Bates Smart Board of Directors met to decide whether we would accept 
the commission.  The decision from the Design Board was to accept the commission 
based on two principles being: 

1. That we are convinced that every avenue to retain the building has been 
explored; &  

2. That the replacement be of greater significance in the development of 
innovative office typologies in Australia. 

 
The commission proceed in two phases being Concept Design in 2017; and 
Schematic Design in 2019.  On the 10th and 11th December 2019 the Board of 
Directors met to review the schematic design as shown in the Development Application 
documents (December 2019).  
 
The Board of Directors concluded with unanimous support that the two conditions 
stated above had been met and support the Development Application in accordance 
with the minutes of the Board Meeting.  
 
 
 
Your Sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Simon Swaney 
Managing Director 
 

Bates Smart 
Architects Pty Ltd 
ABN 68 094 740 986 

Sydney 43 Brisbane Street 
Surry Hills NSW 2010 Australia 
T+612 8354 5100 F+612 8354 5199 
syd@batessmart.com  
 
www.batessmart.com 

Melbourne 1 Nicholson Street 
Melbourne Victoria 3000 Australia 
T+613 8664 6200 F+613 8664 6300 
melb@batessmart.com 
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December 2019 
 
To Whom it may Concern 
 

Re: Letter of Support for the Demolition and Redevelopment of MLC North Sydney 
 
Background 
MLC North Sydney was the first office building in North Sydney and at the time the 
largest office building in Australia. It is listed as an item of Local Heritage in the North 
Sydney LEP.  Architecturally it is acknowledged as being an excellent example of 
development of Post War II commercial office in Australia. Its specific features that 
create is significance are being a landmark building based on an innovative next 
generation office typology, having large office floorplates with a clearly expressed core, 
providing a clarity of organisation and form, and finally employing a modular 
construction system including a light-weight structure and curtain wall façade. 
 
MLC North Sydney was designed in 1952 and completed in 1956.  The building and its 
services are now 63 years old and are at the end of their design life. As was typical of 
Post War office buildings the building was designed as a functional office with little 
regard for context, heritage, and the public domain. Further with the addition of Metro 
and the ensuing revitalisation of North Sydney to make Denison Street a pedestrian 
spine the existing building has some fundamental challenges in contributing to this 
future.  The following is a summary of the public domain issues associated with the 
existing building:  
/ Denison Street contains carpark entry, loading dock and essential services preventing 
retails activation 
/ Denison Street carpark and loading dock create a pedestrian/vehicle conflict with the 
Metro entry 
/ Miller Street is lower than street level and floods the building in 1:100 year rain events 
/ Brett Whitely Place has inactive ‘blank’ facades. 
 
Refurbishment Options 
From 2002 to 2015 Bates Smart worked with the building owners (ING & INVESTA) to 
create a means of refurbishing and redeveloping the MLC Building, while maintaining its 
historic significance.  These studies included: 
/ options to add floor space to the existing building to improve commercial viability of a 
refurbishment 
/ options to maintain the dominant Miller Street wing, while demolishing the smaller 
Denison Street Wing and redeveloping a new office component 
/ options to create retail along Denison Street by relocating the carpark entry, loading 
dock and essential services. 
 
These studies failed to proceed on one or more of the following grounds: 
/ unsympathetic relationship to heritage of MLC 
/ over shadowing of Brett Whitely Place 
/ not commercially viable. 
 
  

7.0 LETTER OF SUPPORT
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8.0 HERITAGE NSW REVIEW
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4 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS (continued)

Figure 4. Comparison MLC North Sydney Floorpate with Lever 
House, New York (coloured orange)

Figure 5. Comparison MLC North Sydney Floorplate with Inland 
Steel Headquarters, Chicago (coloured yellow)

Figure 6. Comparison MLC North Sydney Floorpate with Crown 
Zellerbach Building SF (coloured purple)

Figure 7. Comparison MLC North Sydney Floorplate with ICI 
House, Melbourne (coloured green)

50 10 20 40m

FLOORPLATE ANALYSIS
The comparative analysis of similar 
floorplates clearly demonstrates that MLC 
building is challenged in being substantially 
longer (circa 100m) that all relevant 
comparisons. This is not addressed by the 
Heritage NSW review and in fact supports 
our assertions of it’s commercial leasing 
challenges.  

8.0 HERITAGE 
NSW REVIEW
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High Rise - Two tenancies 
Sydney 2020 Competition entry

4 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS (continued)

500m2500m2

Renzo Piano Building Workshop - PTW - Guernier Architecture 

55 PITT STREET

22 Decem21

Typical Fitouts and Tenancy Su

Podium - 3 Tenants High Rise - 2 Tenants Sky Rise - 1 Tenant - COVID-19 configuration

Podium - 1 Tenant Mid Rise - 4 Tenants Sky Rise - 1 Tenant

10 m

Figure 10. Three 500 m2 tenancies MLC North Sydney Floorplate (Miller Street 
wing) using furniture layouts from Sydney 2020 Competition entry

50 10 20 40m

8.0 HERITAGE 
NSW REVIEW
FLOORPLATE ANALYSIS
Tenancy layout comparisons re-arrange MLC 
layout but ignore the building length issue
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5 IMPACT OF HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE

5.1 Scenario 1

Impact of refurbishment for MLC, North Sydney as a LEP item

The DA report (Section 4.4 MLC Issues, page 45 and 
summarised in Section 3 of this report on page 6 ) notes 
that refurbishment of the MLC Building ‘would be required to 
be taken back to its structural frame and rebuilt to provide a 
serviceable building for the next 50 years’.

The DA report sets out the main issues as being:

Building Services & Lifts (p38)

‘All buildings [sic] services have passed their design life and 
require replacement including rooftop plant and floor services. 
The lifts are also outdated & require replacement.’

PTW Comment: 

In 2013, a $40m refurbishment project was undertaken for NAB 
and Investa (architect Woods Bagot) ‘for a flexible working fitout, 
throughout all 25,000m2 of the building plus upgrades to the entry 
foyer, base building amenities as well as major fire, mechanical 
and lift upgrades....MLC staff have embraced their new work place 
with great excitement’

(https://www.gallagherjeffs.com.au/Projects/Details/PK/451/
Project/MLC-Campus-Revitalisation, accessed January 2021)

These the refurbishment works are eight years old.

8.0 HERITAGE 
NSW REVIEW
BUILDING SERVICES
The MLC staff embracing their new work place 
with great excitement is not reflected in the 
reluctance of new tenants to lease the building.
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Scenario 1 continued

Denison Street Loading Docks, Basement ramp access & 
Plant (p39)

With the arrival of Metro & impending pedestrianisation 
of Denison Street, to be completed as part of Section 94 
Contributions from 1 Denison Street, the revitalisation and 
activation of Denison Street is a priority & cannot be achieved 
with the existing services and carpark/loading areas. Further, 
the current location of loading and carpark entry create a 
pedestrian/vehicle conflict at the entry/exit to Metro.

PTW Comment: 

The potential conflicts are valid. It is noted, however that the 
DA design does use some of the Denison Street frontage for 
vehicular entry and services (coloured grey).
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DEMOLITION LEGEND

BASE BUILDING PARTITION AND DOORS

EXISTING WALLS, DOORS, DOOR FRAMES,
HARDWARE & JOINERY TO BE
DEMOLISHED & MAKE GOOD

DM:01 DEMOLISH EXISTING CEILING TILES/GRID
DM:02 DEMOLISH EXISTING CEILING MOUNTED CABLE TRAY
DM:03 DEMOLISH EXISTING TIMBER FLOOR
DM:04 DEMOLISH EXISTING TILE FLOOR
DM:05 DEMOLISH EXISTING VINYL FLOOR
DM:06 DEMOLISH EXISTING OPERABLE WALL
DM:07 DEMOLISH EXISTING BATHROOM
FLOOR/FITTINGS/WALL & CEILING /TOILET
PARTITION/JOINERY/LIGHTING
DM:08 EXISTING CEILING GRID TO BE RETAINED AND CEILING
TILE TO BE REPLACED WITH NEW
DM:09 EXISTING PLASTERBOARD CEILING TO BE RETAINED
DM:10 EXISTING PLASTERBOARD CEILING TO BE
DEMOLISHED
DM:11 DEMOLISH EXISTING LEVEL 1 FLOOR SLAB
DM:12 DEMOLISH EXISTING CARPET
DM:13 REMOVE EXISTING PEBBLE INSTALLATION AND
HOUSING
DM:14 EXISTING POLISHED CONCRETE FLOORING TO BE
REMOVED AND READY FOR NEW FLOOR FINISH
DM:15 DEMOLISH EXISTING WALL TILES. MAKE GOOD AND
PREPARE FOR NEW FINISH
DM:16 DEMOLISH EXISTING WALL LINING
DM:17 DEMOLISH EXISTING RAISED FLOOR
DM:18 DEMOLISH EXISTING TIMBER CLADDING

GENERAL NOTES:
REMOVE ALL EXISTING CARPET ON LEVELS, 2,3,4,5,7,8,10,11,12 AND
PREPAIR BASE FLOOR TO TAKE NEW FINISH.
RETAIN EXISTING CARPET ON LEVELS 1,6 & 9.
REMOVE ALL ASBESTOS
REMOVE EXISTING SIGNAGE.
REMOVE ALL EXISTING DUSTED CRYSTAL FILM TO EXISTING GLAZING AND
READY TO RECEIVE NEW FINISH.
REMOVE ALL EXISTING MANUAL PULL DOWN PROJECTION SCREEN AND
PATCH AND PAINT EXISTING SET PLASTERBOARD CEILING.
MAKE GOOD AREAS WHERE DEMOLITION HAVE OCCURED.
DRAWING TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH DEMOLITION SPECIFICATION
ID201.
REFER TO DEMOLITION SPECIFICATION

EIXSTING JOINERY/ CEILING /FLOOR
FINISH TO BE DEMOLISHED & MAKE
GOOD

NEW WALLS & DOOR
A

NOT IN SCOPE

EXISTING JOINERY TO BE RELOCATED TO
NEW POSITION

NOTES:
1.  REMOVE EXTG FLOOR FINISHES AND MAKE
GOOD FOR NEW FLOOR
2.  REMOVE EXTG PARTITIONS, DOORS, AND
JOINERY WHERE SHOWN DASHED
3.  REDUNDANT SERVICES TO BE CAPPED
4.  ALL FURNITIURE, JOINERY AND EQUIPMENT
     TO AREAS AFFECTED TO BE REMOVED
5.  REMOVE EXTG CEILING TILES, BULKHEADS,
LIGHTS, FITTINGS AND FIXTURES. PREPARE
CEILING FOR NEW

Figure 11. Drawing showing vehicular entry, service and access areas coloured grey in DA Submission. Note: 
approx. 78 linear metres of active frontage to Denison Street. Also note retail area shown in yellow 
on Miller Street sits below ground (extracted from DA submission drawings by Bates Smart dated 
February 2020)

Figure 12. Drawing showing existing car park entry (coloured grey) and loading dock (coloured blue). Note: 
approx 74 linear metres of active frontage (extracted from DA Submission drawings by Woods 
Bagot dated September 2012)0 10 20m

0 10 20m

8.0 HERITAGE 
NSW REVIEW
DENISON STREET FRONTAGE
The DA design uses the Denison Street 
frontage for vehicular entry and services. This 
is shown on the DA documents as at the time 
of lodgement an agreement with Lendlease 
to access via Victoria Cross had not been 
reached. 
Access via Victoria Cross is designed into 
the Metro DA and will occur once agreement 
between adjoining owners is reached. This 
has always been a transparent position with 
Council. 
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Scenario 1 continued

Façades - Curtain Walls (p 40)

‘The rubber gaskets used in the glazed east and west façades 
have disintegrated resulting in these façades leaking. The 
gaskets cannot be replaced without removing the façades’

PTW Comment: 

Curtain walls of the MLC North Sydney era are generally unlike 
contemporary curtain walls in that a large proportion of the 
walls were assembled on site. 

In the 2000 refurbishment of the base building, the curtain wall 
facade was repaired:

•	 mill finished aluminium was scoured to remove 
corrosion (this comparison has re-occurred as is visible 
in the photographs of the DA report and requires re-
doing as part of cyclic maintenance)

•	 colour backed blue glass panels were replaced, working 
from both inside and outside

•	 new flashing elements were inserted working from both 
front and back

•	 operable sash were screwed shut.

In addition, new ducted skirting was installed. It is also likely 
that the rubber gaskets were inserted at this time as the 
original 1957 glass was set using butyl mastic.

Therefore it is likely that replacement of some deteriorated 
elements can again occur without complete replacement. 

As a relevant comparison, in late 2018, RM Watson completed 
the facade restoration of the Qantas building (now called One 
Chifley Square) including:

•	 ‘Removal and replacement of 25% of the façades heritage 
spandrel panels and glazing.

•	 Safe removal and disposal of asbestos sealant and glazing 
putty from the façade.

•	 General sandstone repairs and maintenance.

•	 Cleaning of all façade finishes

The budget was $1,450,000 and spandrel panels were replaced 
without dismantling the whole facade.

(https://www.rmwatson.com.au/project_list/one-chifley-
square-sydney/ accessed January 2021)

Façades - Terra Cotta Tiled Facade (p 41)

‘Terracotta tiled north and south façades are delaminating from 
their substrate as identified in a 2002 ARUP Facade Report. 
Loose tiles have been mechanically fixed to the substrate, 
however all tiles will need to be permanently fixed and/or 
replaced in the future.’

PTW Comment: 

PTW notes that a second opinion was sought by the then owner. 
The diagnosis (by Hyder, ICS and JTCW) looked at options for 
conservation/repair. These repairs were undertaken by RM 
Watson. Please see Appendix A for a copy of the presentation to 
Australia Icomos ‘Unloved Modern’ conference in 2009 by the 
consultants describing the actual repair works undertaken.

As noted in the presentation, similar conservation work will 
need to be undertaken at about 15 year intervals. PTW’s 
informal discussions with facade engineers estimate that this 
may be in the order of a few hundred thousand dollars per time 
(which is substantially lower than the owner-estimated $4.5m)

Fire Rating (p 42)

‘The structural fire rating is below the mechanical services, and 
thus must be removed to allow the replacement of mechanical 
services as well as to provide contemporary flexibility of 
services’

PTW Comment: 

Drawings of the building section both in the DA and for the 
1998 refurbishment indicate a sheet of plasterboard, fibre 
cement or the like, providing fire rating to the steel structure. 
Removal and replacement would seem possible above the new 
ceilings that appear from photographs to be part of the 2012 
refurbishment.

Miller Street Special Area (p 43)

‘There are additional complications in that the lobby currently 
floods every time there is a 100 year rain event, which is 
approximately every two years. This is caused by there being 
a low point in Miller Street where water ponds and cannot get 
around the corner to Pacific Highway, instead flowing down the 
Miller Street Special Area and flooding through the lobby and 
down the lift shafts. This requires an infrastructure upgrade by 
Sydney Water or can be resolved onsite through the redesign.’

PTW comment: It is assumed that the redevelopment of the 
adjacent site of the Sydney Metro Victoria Cross OSD with 
extensive below ground works will involve major infrastructure 
upgrades which may well address this issue.

Summary:

Noting that PTW does not have access to the building and 
specialist reports, regular upgrading of services, lifts to meet 
contemporary expectations and cyclic maintenance, repair 
of fabric is to be expected. The actual works undertaken in 
mid-2000s and proposed maintenance for the glazed terracotta 
walls, for example, is far less intensive than suggested by the 
DA reports (in the order of 10-15 % stated costs).

8.0 HERITAGE 
NSW REVIEW
Facade - Curtain Wall
Façade and tile replacements assume the 
current maintenance program is sufficient as a 
long term strategy for the building, ignoring the 
leaks in the glazed facade

Terracotta Tiled Facade
Simplified façade maintenance program does 
not address hazard of falling tiles, nor the 
aesthetics of drilling into the tiles exposing 
fixings and patching. 

Fire Rating
BCA fire separation needs to be addressed 
while providing flexibility of services, ie without 
the firecheck layer in place.

Miller Street Special Area
The proposal that Victoria Cross infrastructure 
upgrades “may well address” the flooding 
issues is incorrect.  Victoria Cross diverts the 
existing stormwater pipe, without increasing 
capacity as there is no additional downstream 
capacity.  The flooding issue needs to be 
addressed from MLC then downstream. 

Floor to Floor Heights
Reduced floor to floor heights of existing MLC 
building not addressed
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9.0 HERITAGE NSW SCENARIO 3 REVIEW
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Proposed Indicative Scenario 3

A version of the Scenario 3 which appears in the DA document 
has been tested by this report and shown in Figures 17 to 22:

•	 Retain existing 13 level Miller Street building

•	 Demolish existing core and 5 level building on Denison 
Street

•	 New Denison Street 18 level building  
(13 levels at 1505 m2 + 4 levels at 1315 m2)

•	 Rebuild 2 Cores  
- 1 to service existing 13 level Miller Street building 
- 1 to service new 18 level Denison Street building

•	 Rebuild/extend podium (L00) level of Denison Street 
building into central area (replace existing).

Podium (New)

Miller St Building 
(Existing)

L17
L16
L15
L14
L13
L12 
L11 
L10 
L09
L08
L07
L06
L05
L04
L03
L02
L01

L00

Denison St Building 
(NEW)Core 1

Core 2

Scenario 3

Figure 16. Aerial image of existing MLC building

Figure 17. Indicative 3D Massing Diagram of 
Scenario 3 viewed from the west

9.0 HERITAGE 
NSW REVIEW
SCENARIO 3
 / No allowance for rooftop plant 
 / No allowance for lift overrun
 / Unsympathetic relationship with the western 
MLC Wing
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Shadow Diagrams

21 JUNE 23 SEPTEMBER 22 DECEMBER

Figure 23. Shadow Diagrams for Scenario 3 - 18 Levels (L00 + 17) 
Diagrams based on current conditions. 
 
A new eastern wing of the MLC North Sydney would add 
a small amount of extra shadow beyond the DA proposal 
(shown in green) on Brett Whiteley Place at the equinox (23 
September)

KEY

EXISTING BUILDING

DA ADDITIONAL SHADOW
BEYOND EXISTING

SCENARIO 3
ADDITIONAL SHADOW
FUTURE VICTORIA CROSS 
STATION BUILDING 
SHADOW CAST ON MLC SITE

9.0 HERITAGE 
NSW REVIEW
BRETT WHITELEY PLACE 
REQUIREMENTS
The provisions of Clause 6.3(4) of NSLEP state 
that:
“Development consent may be granted to 
development on land at 105–153 Miller Street, 
North Sydney, known as the MLC Building, that 
would result in a net increase in overshadowing 
of the land known as Brett Whiteley Plaza that 
is within Zone RE1 Public Recreation from 
the March equinox to the September equinox 
(inclusive).”

Scenario 3 significantly increases 
overshadowing of Brett Whitely Place as shown 
in the Heritage NSW Report. 
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ANNEXURE C 
  



IOF Custodian Pty Limited 
ACN 090 814 645 
 

Level 30, 
420 George Street 
Sydney NSW 2000 

GPO Box 4180 
Sydney NSW 2001 
DX 201 Sydney 

T +61 2 8226 9300 
F +61 2 9844 9300 
enquiries@investa.com.au 
investa.com.au 

 
 

 
08 October 2020 

 
 
 
Heritage Council of NSW 
Locked Bag 5020 
Parramatta 
NSW 2124 
 
 
 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Subject Submission – Notice of intention to consider listing on State Heritage Register 
Property: MLC Building, North Sydney 

We refer to your Notice of Intention to consider the listing of the MLC Building, North Sydney (MLC 
Building) and its curtilage on the State Heritage Register under the Heritage Act, 1977. 

As the owner of the MLC Building, we strongly object to it being listed on the State Heritage Register for 
several reasons, including that: 

 the item does not satisfy the yardstick of having significance to the State pursuant to section 4A of 
the Heritage Act with previous heritage studies only noting its significance to the North Sydney area; 

 a listing will cause undue financial hardship to the owner of the MLC Building because the financial 
outlay required to conserve the MLC Building will result in a replica of the original item with all heritage 
significance being lost;  

 a listing will render the item incapable of both reasonable and economic use.  Specifically, the costs 
of the conservation works will require a rental return 40% above market rent to ensure that the MLC 
Building remains a viable commercial investment.  This is unlikely to be achieved for a B-grade asset 
in a strong-performing North Sydney market; and 

 the Heritage Council considered whether to list the MLC Building on the State Heritage Register in 
circa 2013 as part of the Thematic Listing Program for that year. The Heritage Council decided not to 
pursue listing the MLC Building as being of State heritage significance. The owner has since relied 
upon that decision and has embarked on a lengthy and costly process with respect to the 
redevelopment of the site. 

Accordingly, for the reasons set out above and detailed below, the Heritage Council should decide to not 
make a recommendation to the Minister that the MLC Building be listed on the State Heritage Register.   

You will note that several of the consultants’ reports referenced in this submission have not been annexed 
because they contain commercially sensitive information.  However, if the Heritage Council requires a copy of 
any of the referenced reports these can be provided on a commercial-in-confidence basis. 

1. The MLC Building is not of State Heritage significance  

We accept that at the time of the initial listing in circa 1989 the MLC Building was assessed and found 
to be an item of local heritage significance on the basis set out in the statement of significance because 
of its significance to the local area.  However, the MLC Building has never been regarded as having 
“significance to the State” which is the relevant yardstick in s4A of the Heritage Act, 1977. 
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A review of the North Sydney heritage studies undertaken over the years (including the North Sydney 
Heritage study, 1981 Latona Masterman; North Sydney Heritage Study Review, 1989 Conybeare 
Morrison; and the North Sydney heritage Study Review, 1993 Godden Mackay) make it clear that the 
significance of the MLC Building was the change it brought to the North Sydney area.  For example: 

 the 1981 Heritage Study described the MLC Building as being “the first multi-storey commercial 
building constructed outside the Sydney CBD, which established the contemporary office 
function for North Sydney” [emphasis added]; and 

 the 1993 Heritage Review described the MLC Building as “the vanguard of commercial high rise in 
North Sydney” with its construction reviving talk of North Sydney as a twin-city to Sydney. 

Further, since the original decision to list the MLC Building as having local heritage significance, 
circumstances have materially changed, including: 

a) the condition of the remaining original fabric of the MLC Building has deteriorated and requires 
replacement for it to continue to be used for commercial office accommodation at an estimated 
cost of $212 million.  A copy of the costings prepared by WT Partnership that show the breakdown 
of these costs may be found at Annexure “A” to this submission1; 

b) the original fabric of the MLC Building has been significantly altered from its original form, 
including:  

i. changes to the internal fit out and finishes; 

ii. removal of the goods lifts; 

iii. redesign of the lobby including its vertical subdivision; 

iv. removal of the bridge from Miller Street; 

v. division and repurposing of various rooms; 

vi. replacement of ceiling fabric and light fittings; 

vii. removal of internal sliding glass on the entirety of the curtain walls; 

viii. significant changes to a achieve fire-rating upgrade and the introduction of new 
services; 

ix. alterations to the main entrance with the removal of the former stairs from Street level 
to level 1 and the building no longer being accessed from the lower ground floor; 

x. opening-up of the forecourt; 

xi. removal of rock garden to the landscaped area; 

xii. addition of intrusive awnings over the footpaths on the side and rear streets; and 

xiii. extensive refurbishment of the building’s interior in 2013 which has led to an almost 
complete strip-out of the original fabric on all floors. 

 
 
1 The costings prepared by WT Partnership have increased from the DA figure as a consequence of both time and a 

change to scope relating to structural integrity. 
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c) the building’s context has changed dramatically from the time of its initial construction and has 
further changed since its local heritage listing in circa 1989, adversely impacting on its significance 
by obliterating its former “landmark” quality in the North Sydney CBD; 

d) the exterior of the building has reached the end of its useful life, despite having been the subject 
of repair and refurbishment throughout the years, including a major works program of repairs 
and refurbishments of the curtain wall and roof membrane in the 1990s; 

e) facade audits undertaken by Core Project Consulting carried out in 2016 and 2017 found a raft 
of elements requiring repair or replacement including key elements such as: 

i. windows; 

ii. the aluminium curtain wall; 

iii. the roofing; 

iv. the side wall tiling; 

v. waterproofing; and 

vi. drainage; 

f) it is apparent from the detailed analysis undertaken by our experts that conservation of the 
building will involve: 

i. replacement of all lifts; 

ii. replacement of all building services; 

iii. replacement of end wall glazed ceramic tiles; 

iv. replacement of the entire curtain wall façade; and 

v. replacement of the entire building’s fire rating system. 

In summary, this involves stripping the building back to its structural frame and then rebuilding 
the MLC Building as a facsimile of the original with new materials and technology.     

The owner also notes that the Heritage Council considered whether to list the MLC Building on the State 
heritage register in circa 2013 as part of the Thematic Listing Program for that year. The Heritage 
Council decided not to list the MLC Building as being of State heritage significance (this was confirmed 
in the Minutes of Heritage Council dated August 2020).  The owner has since relied upon that decision 
and has embarked on a lengthy and costly process with respect to the redevelopment of the site.  See 
paragraph 2 below for more information on this matter.  

The matters outlined above indicate that the building ought not be regarded as having significance to 
the State. 

2. Conservation of the MLC Building could not be achieved without causing undue financial 
hardship to the owner 
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For the purposes of section 33(2)(d) of the Heritage Act, conservation of the MLC Building cannot be 
achieved without causing undue financial hardship to the owner of the MLC Building on the basis that: 

a) the MLC Building is the owner’s only real property asset; 

b) a listing on the State heritage register is likely to result in a 40% loss in value of the building; 

c) the conservation works that will be required to be undertaken to the MLC Building will cost 
approximately $212M which the owner will need to obtain funding to undertake. The rental 
return for a B-grade building in North Sydney (estimated between $600-$775) that will be 
able to be received following the conservation works will not be at a level capable of servicing 
the funding costs; and 

d) the funds expended by the owner to date on the proposed redevelopment of the site since 
the Heritage Council’s decision in 2013 not to recommend State heritage listing for the 
building (approximately $5M to-date) are sunk costs that the owner will not be able to 
recover other than through rental received which will be insufficient to cover those costs in 
addition to the funding costs identified above; and 

e) the listing will bring the owner additional financial obligations to meet the minimum 
maintenance standards as required by the Heritage Act and its regulations.  In order to meet 
those obligations, the owner will be required to: 

 achieve reasonable weather protection for the building – as indicated in more detail 
below this will mean works to replace the roof, curtain wall and windows will need 
to be undertaken; and 

 achieve a reasonable level of protection for the building against fire – this will mean 
the works to replace the fire rating and services will need to be undertaken. 

MLC Building is the owner’s only asset 

The MLC Building is owned by the 105 Miller Street North Sydney Trust (the registered proprietor is IOF 
Custodian Pty Limited as trustee for the 105 Miller Street North Sydney Trust) (Trust). The Trust 
structure is analogous to a corporate landowner in which shareholders own shares. 

In the same way that shareholders in a company are entitled to trade their shares or receive dividends 
on those shares, the unit holders in the Trust can trade their units for value and are entitled to receive 
distributions of profit from the Trust.  The unit holders, like shareholders, cannot be required to 
contribute any funds to the Trust which must operate for the benefit of the unit holders to which the 
trustee owes fiduciary duties. Therefore, there is no recourse to the unit holders for money to conserve 
the MLC Building and the unit holders have no liability to creditors of the Trust.   

The MLC Building is the only asset of the Trust.  As the MLC Building is the Trust’s only asset, the 
ownership structure is clearly distinguishable from the ownership structure considered in the decision 
of Millers Point Community Association Incorporated v Property NSW [2017] NSWLEC 92 
(Sirius Decision).  In that case, the owner was Property NSW and it held a very substantial number 
of assets of which the Sirius building was a very small component. 

Section 5 of the Property NSW Act, 2006 identifies Property NSW as a statutory body representing the 
Crown, subject to the control and direction of the Minister (s6) with a CEO (s7) and staffed by public 
servants (s7A).  It is clear from Schedule 1 of the Property NSW Act that Property NSW is the entity 
holding a considerable amount of properties with its key function being to hold property for the 
government and its agencies (s11(a)). 

The ownership structure in the Sirius Decision can be contrasted to that of the Trust ownership structure 
in which the owner holds a single property and has no right to call for an injection of funds from 
elsewhere. 
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Extensive conservation works required to the MLC Building 

In considering the impact on the owner, it is important to appreciate that the effect of the listing will be 
to require retention and conservation of the MLC Building, since s63 of the Heritage Act operates as a 
prohibition on demolition of that building unless the building constitutes a danger to the users or 
occupiers of the building. 

In order to conserve the MLC Building for State heritage purposes, considerable works will need to be 
undertaken to both the façade and services.  This will involve stripping the building back to its structural 
frame and then rebuilding the MLC Building as a facsimile of the original with new materials and 
technology.  Except for the original steel beams which are capable of being re-used, the balance of the 
original fabric comprising the MLC Building (including both the glazed curtain wall and tiled façade) will 
need to be replaced as part of the required conservation works.  

The estimated cost to the owner of the conservation works to both the façade and services is $212M, 
including $142.8M for the total trade costs for these items (see Annexure “A” for details of these 
costings).  Accordingly, a vast amount of money will be required to be spent upgrading the MLC Building 
which will result in a fake replica of the original item.  The financial outlay from this spend will result in 
a hardship to us, the owner, that is undue because the conserved building will have lost nearly all its 
original fabric and therefore heritage significance. 

With respect to the conservation works to the façade, Bates Smart has advised that these will comprise 
the following works: 

a) replacement of the entire original external fabric of the building due to corrosion and 
waterproofing issues; 

b) replacement of the entire original glazed curtain wall with a replica due to serious 
deficiencies including leaking glazing gaskets and deteriorated & corroded aluminium 
framing; and   

c) replacement of the end original masonry walls due to deteriorations in the glazed masonry 
from water and movement.  Since 1999 regular checking of the masonry walls is required 
with all loose tiles having to be mechanically fixed to the façade. 

As the primary heritage value of the MLC Building is as an early example of a modular glazed curtain 
wall, this would be lost, as the curtain wall would be replaced with a highly expensive replica.  WT 
Partnership has calculated the total cost of the façade works to be $21.8M for the total trade costs 
alone. 

We have further been advised by our consultant team that the conservation works required to the 
services of the building are extensive as they all (mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, communications etc.) 
need to be replaced because they are at the end of their design life and would not meet current 
commercial leasing standards for performance.  Due to the light steel floor construction combining and 
concealing fire barriers and services (see typical floor section showing the intertwining issues in Figure 
1 below), the fire/service upgrades would require the building to be stripped back to its structural frame, 
and consequent removal of nearly all remaining internal heritage fabric. 

The conservation works required to ensure the services of the MLC Building are brought up to code 
include upgrades to fire rating and additional lateral stability for earthquake loading.  These issues 
cannot be resolved with retention of the existing building fabric and will require major interventions to 
primary elements of the structure.  WT Partnership has calculated the total cost of these works to be 
$121M for the total trade costs alone. 
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Figure 1: Typical section showing intertwining of structure, fire protection and services 
(Bates Smart). 

Conservation works will result in the building no longer being a viable commercial 
investment 

In order to fund the conservation works, we have been advised by Ethos Urban (Economics) that we 
would have to achieve a rental return at 50%-100% above market rent to ensure that the MLC Building 
remains a viable commercial investment with an acceptable annual rate of return to the owner.  We 
have been further advised that we would require a rental return in the order of 40% over the market 
rent to just breakeven.  These rental returns are considered unlikely to be achieved for the MLC Building 
(even after the conservation works have been undertaken) in the current or future markets as the 
building would be considered a B grade asset when compared with modern Class A-grade buildings.  

Research undertaken by our consultants from early 2020 indicated that the prevailing passing market 
rent in North Sydney was in the order of $760/m2 NLA (based on net face rent from Knight Frank and 
PCA). Rental return for a B-grade building in North Sydney is estimated between $600-$775/m2).  We 
have been advised that even after the conservation works are undertaken the MLC Building is likely to 
achieve rents in line with secondary grade stock (i.e. B-grade) under a best-case scenario, reflecting 
the lower quality structural aspects of the building. These rental levels, combined with the significant 
amount of new commercial office floorspace (i.e. 1 Denison, 100 Mount Street and the future Victoria 
Cross Over-station Development) highlights the strong competition in the market in which the MLC 
Building competes. 

Further, the above figures do not include the financing of the works.  Based on the financial metrics 
likely to be required, securing finance for the asset is likely to be very challenging.  

Accordingly, any decision to list the MLC Building on the State heritage register will have serious 
implications to the owner and the long-term viability of the MLC Building because conservation cannot 
be achieved. 

Heritage listing will result in loss in value of building 

As at 31 December 2019, the MLC Building was independently valued by Cushman & Wakefield at 
$263M. If the building were to be State heritage listed and the required conservation works be 
undertaken to the building (assuming a reasonable market rent could be obtained which is unlikely for 
the reasons outlined below), we have been advised that the valuation of the MLC Building would be 
reduced by approximately 40%. This alone has significant financial implications to the owner in 
circumstances where the MLC Building is the only asset of the Trust. 

Sunk DA costs 

In 2017, we resolved to investigate redevelopment options for the site.  We subsequently briefed 
approximately 30 consulting firms to provide specialist advice over a three-year period resulting in the 
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lodgement of a redevelopment proposal with North Sydney Council in July 2020.  We have expended 
considerable funds (approximately $5M) in pursuing this DA which will be sunk costs if the MLC Building 
is listed as being of State heritage significance by virtue of s63 of the Heritage Act. 

All these costs were incurred after the 2013 decision by the Heritage Council not to list the MLC Building 
on the State register.  

Costs of minimum standards for maintenance and repair 

The listing of the MLC Building on the State heritage register will bring with it the obligation for the 
owner to meet minimum maintenance and repair standards under section 118(1) of the Heritage Act. 
To-date the Owner has maintained the building in accordance with its obligations as a commercial 
landlord. Part 3 Division 1 of Heritage Regulation, 2012 sets out the minimum maintenance and repair 
standards of a State listed item and these include: 

a) a requirement for an owner to achieve a reasonable level of protection for the building against 
damage or deterioration due to weather.  This includes minimum maintenance obligations with 
respect to the roof, windows, drainage, etc and any components which might be at risk of 
damage or dislodgment by high winds; and 

b) a requirement for an owner to ensure that a fire system or components of that system, if 
present, must be maintained and repaired to the standard necessary to ensure a reasonable 
level of protection for the building damage or destruction by fire. 

In order to be able to comply with the minimum maintenance and repair standards under the Heritage 
Act it would require the owner to spend $21.8M to fix the façade or to board up the windows and leave 
the building unoccupied. 

Accordingly, should the MLC Building be listed on the State Heritage register, the owner will 
automatically be required to undertake upgrades to the MLC Building to satisfy the minimum 
maintenance and repair obligations regardless of the cost to the owner or it will be in breach of the 
Heritage Act. 

For the reasons outlined above, when the financial impact to the owner of conserving the building is 
weighed against the heritage significance of the building either now or in its state following the carrying 
out of the conservation works identified as being necessary for the building to be able to be used for 
commercial office use (or indeed any other use of the building) it is demonstrably clear that the listing 
of the MLC Building on the State heritage register will cause undue financial hardship to the owner. 

3. The MLC Building should not be listed as it will render the item incapable of economic use 

It is the owner’s submission that the listing of the MLC Building will render that item incapable of 
economic use for the following reasons: 

a) the MLC Building has reached the end of the building’s useable life at circa 60years (compared 
to typical average of c40-50years) and no longer responds to the North Sydney market and 
objectives; 

b) the costs of undertaking the conservation works required for the MLC Building should it be 
listed are exorbitant at $212M which the Trust will need to obtain funding to undertake;  

c) the rental return that will be able to be received following the conservation works will not be 
at a level capable of servicing the funding costs; 

d) even with the conservation works, the MLC Building will be considered a B-grade commercial 
office building as compared to the increasing A and premium-grade commercial office buildings 
available in North Sydney – this impacts negatively on the rent which will be paid for the space, 
makes it impossible to attract premium tenants likely to be prepared to take the whole building 
or large parts of it, making it more likely that a large number of smaller tenancies will have to 
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be attracted to the building, accommodated with internal partitioning capable of separating 
tenancies and then managed by the owner and will have a material impact on the long-term 
viability of the building; 

e) there are internal constraints with the existing floor plate configuration of the MLC Building 
that mean that leasing the MLC Building is compromised and will be priced by tenants at below 
passing market rent; 

f) the Miller Street frontage is subject to major flood damage which will not be addressed as part 
of the conservation works and will result in potential ongoing issues for the 10 tenancies on 
this frontage. 

With respect to the matters raised in 3(a) to (d) (inclusive), these issues have already been addressed 
in detail in Part 2 of this submission.  With respect to the matter raised in 3(e) and 3(f), we address 
these matters in more detail below. 

Existing Building – Inherent Internal Constraints 

The existing building floorplate configuration has inherent constraints from a commercial leasing and 
investment perspective.  

From a commercial lease perspective, the floorplate is compromised in two ways; 

a) low floor-to-ceiling heights; and 

b) a configuration contrary to modern expectations in terms of length, width and separation.  

The maximum floor-to-ceiling height that could be achieved with a typical design would be 2.5m, 
whereas modern buildings and expectations require 2.7m. This constraint is driven by the structural 
system of the existing building and cannot be resolved within the existing building fabric. 

The floorplates in commercial buildings constructed today are designed to connect people; whereas the 
current floorplate for the MLC Building separates people and teams.  The Miller Street wing is 100m 
long by 17m wide with the core centrally located, and thus the northern and southern portions of the 
floorplate are disconnected. This is further exacerbated by the Denison Street wing being disconnected 
from the ‘primary’ Miller Street wing by the core.  The resulting configuration creates three distinct and 
separate pods disconnected from each other and thus limits its desirability for contemporary leasing 
purposes.    

The consequence of these inherent internal constraints is a leasing product that is compromised and 
will be priced by prospective tenants at below passing market rent. 

Miller Street Flooding issue will remain 

The Miller Street frontage is subject to major flood damage every time there is a 1:20 year flood event.   
Flooding of the Miller Street frontage occurs every 2 years (on average) with the last flood event 
occurring in November 2018 causing approximately $266,000 worth of damage.  This has potential 
implications for the re-letting of these premises. 

We have been advised that one of the reasons that the Miller Street frontage is susceptible to flooding 
is that the height of the surveyed levels of the kerb line adjacent to the boundary of the MLC Building 
and the height of the lobby entrance at RL6.2.2 are both below the minimum building floor level of the 
1%AEP level, in this instance RL63.52.  

Given the level difference between 1%AEP and the kerb line, we have been advised by our consultants 
that the risk of flooding cannot be resolved without significant intervention by public authorities with 
respect to network capacity and existing road levels, or significant changes to levels and introduction of 
stormwater treatment as part of a redevelopment of the building. Changes to the floor level of the lobby 
entrance to ensure a minimum building floor level of RL63.5 cannot be accommodated with retention 
of the existing form and building fabric.   

 
 
2 (City of Sydney, 2014, p. 13) 
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4. The MLC Building should not be listed as it will render the item incapable of reasonable use 

The term “reasonable use” as referred to in section 33(2)(c) of the Heritage Act should be interpreted 
by reference to the planning (including social and economic) framework existing at the time of the listing 
decision for that item.  It is the owner’s submission that the listing of the MLC Building will render that 
item incapable of reasonable use for the following reasons: 

a) the current planning framework for the North Sydney area envisages increased height and 
densities for buildings in the North Sydney area – a State heritage listing of the item will 
mean that any uptake in development potential cannot be achieved;   

b) the conservation works that will be required to be undertaken will not address significant 
underlying infrastructure and public domain issues concerning the MLC Building. 

Current planning framework for the North Sydney Area 

The existing building is a significant underutilisation of the site’s development potential based on a 
compliant building envelope, and relative to the surrounding context and comparative city centre 
densities. 

A commercial CBD core with excellent transport access, such as the MLC Building should expect Floor 
Space Ratio’s (FSRs) of over 12:1.  The City of Sydney FSR’s range from 13.75-22:1. In North Sydney, 
the recent major developments 1 Denison, 100 Mount, 177 Pacific Highway and Victoria Cross all have 
FSRs ranging between 13:1 and 19:1. The MLC Building has an FSR of just 4.3:1. 

A State heritage listing of the item will mean that any uptake in development potential to increase the 
FSR cannot be achieved and will place the owners of the MLC Building at a commercial disadvantage in 
trying to re-lease the building once the current tenant vacates in 2021.  Further, any listing will result 
in the lost opportunity to leverage Victoria Cross Metro station and surrounding high-rise developments 
and evolution of the North Sydney CBD in line with key strategic planning objectives in the Greater 
Sydney Region Plan and the Eastern City and North District Plans. 

Miller Street frontage flood issues will remain 

As advised in part 3 above, the Miller Street frontage is subject to major flood damage every time there 
is a 1:20 year flood event, with the last event occurring in November 2018 resulting in $266,000 worth 
of damage.  The ‘semi-submerged’ tenancies on the ground floor along Miller Street do not provide 
street activation due to being disconnected from Miller Street.  As a result, it attracts low class retail 
tenancies and fails to positively contribute to the North Sydney public domain. This issue cannot be 
addressed with retention of built form and fabric. 

Public Domain – Denison Street issue will remain 

The Victoria Cross Over Station Development for Sydney Metro sits immediately adjacent to the MLC 
Building’s northern boundary, loading and parking vehicular access points on Denison Street.  The 
current Denison Street vehicular access to the MLC Building now causes a major pedestrian/vehicle 
conflict with the Metro exit from Victoria Cross Station.   

Pedestrian modelling by Sydney Metro3 indicates that ~6,947 pedestrians will exit onto Denison Street 
in the morning peak period, creating a conflict with the existing vehicular access to the building which 
is located to the south of the Victoria Cross Metro pedestrian crossing. This conflict and pedestrian 
safety issue cannot be resolved without major works that cannot be accommodated with should the 
building be listed as a State heritage item.  

In addition, approximately 50% of the Denison Street frontage houses ‘back of house’ (loading dock, 
sub-station, carpark entry, miscellaneous service connections, etc) elements.  While this was appropriate 
for Denison Street in the 1950’s when it was a service lane it is now the main north-south pedestrian 

 
 
3 (Jacobs, 2016, p. 185) 
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spine through North Sydney as nominated in the North Sydney Public Domain Plan, and as such is 
nominated to have active street frontages.  

5. Conclusion 

In summary, the MLC Building should not be listed on the State heritage register because: 

 the item is of local heritage significance only and does not satisfy the yardstick of having “significance 
to the State” pursuant to section 4A of the Heritage Act; 

 the listing of the item will cause undue financial hardship to the owner, because the financial outlay 
in the amount of $212M that will be required to be spent upgrading the MLC Building will result 
in a fake replica of the original item and its heritage significance will be lost; 

 the rental return that will be able to be received following the conservation works will not be at a level 
capable of servicing the funding costs resulting in an item that is incapable of economic use; 

 even with the conservation works, the MLC Building will be considered a B-grade commercial office 
building as compared to the increasing A and premium-grade commercial office buildings 
available in North Sydney which will have a material impact on the long-term viability of the 
building; and 

 the conservation works will not allow any uptake in the site’s development potential nor will it address 
the significant infrastructure and public domain issues concerning the MLC Building resulting 
in an item that is incapable of reasonable use. 

 
Therefore, in accordance with its obligations under s33 of the Heritage Act, the Heritage Council should decide 
not to make a recommendation to the Minister that the MLC Building be listed on the State heritage register 
because not only will it cause undue financial hardship to the owner but it will also render the item incapable 
of both reasonable and economic use. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Andrew Murray 

Company Secretary, IOF Custodian Pty Ltd 
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Annexure A – WTP Refurbishment Cost Plan 



105 MILLER STREET
REFURBISHMENT ORDER OF COSTS

05 October 2020



Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

PRELIMINARY BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR 105
MILLER STREET NORTH SYDNEY

REFURBISHMENT OPTION FOR INVESTA 

OCTOBER 2020

GROSS FLOOR AREA OF EXISTING MLC m248,180

DESIGN & CONSTRUCT REFURBISHMENT

DEMOLITION

SITEWORKS 880,000

SCAFFOLDING 4,492,030

DEMOLITION 8,901,490

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL REMOVAL 505,926

FACADE REMOVAL 3,323,560

Sub-total 18,103,006

BASEMENT

BULK EXCAVATION & RETENTION SYSTEM Nil

SUBSTRUCTURE m24,577 505.49 2,313,640

COLUMNS m24,577 39.33 180,000

UPPER FLOORS m24,577 0.00 Excluded

STAIRCASES m24,577 0.00 Excluded

EXTERNAL WALLS m24,577 0.00 Excluded

INTERNAL WALLS m24,577 177.16 810,850

INTERNAL DOORS m24,577 16.53 75,650

WALL FINISHES m24,577 23.45 107,310

FLOOR FINISHES m24,577 15.40 70,490

CEILING FINISHES m24,577 14.23 65,130

FITMENTS m24,577 3.28 15,000

HYDRAULIC SERVICES m24,577 160.00 732,320

FIRE PROTECTION m24,577 65.00 297,505

ELECTRICAL SERVICES m24,577 70.00 320,390

WTP REF: 186435 105 Miller Street



Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

MECHANICAL SERVICES m24,577 77.00 352,429

VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION m24,577 Included

BWIC m24,577 11.16 51,079

Sub-total m24,577 1,178 5,391,793

MAIN TOWER (LEVELS LOWER GROUND - 15)

COLUMNS m243,603 138.81 6,052,500

UPPER FLOORS m243,603 369.26 16,100,845

STAIRCASES m243,603 99.19 4,325,000

ROOF m243,603 15.02 654,810

EXTERNAL WALLS & DOORS m243,603 500.17 21,808,967

INTERNAL WALLS m243,603 69.25 3,019,300

INTERNAL DOORS m243,603 17.48 762,200

WALL FINISHES m243,603 28.38 1,237,255

FLOOR FINISHES m243,603 69.91 3,048,430

CEILING FINISHES m243,603 85.54 3,729,610

FITMENTS m243,603 31.15 1,358,250

HYDRAULIC SERVICES m243,603 162.57 7,088,400

FIRE PROTECTION m243,603 89.72 3,912,100

ELECTRICAL SERVICES m243,603 347.65 15,158,445

MECHANICAL SERVICES m243,603 377.77 16,472,000

VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION m243,603 111.00 4,840,000

BWIC m243,603 32.66 1,424,128

Sub-total m243,603 2,546 110,992,240

EXTERNAL WORKS & SERVICES

FOOTPATHS, LANDSCAPING & PLANTING 5,776,002

EXTERNAL SERVICES 3,102,000

Sub-total 8,878,002

TOTAL TRADE COSTS EXCLUDING GST 143,365,041

HEAD CONTRACTORS DESIGN & PROFESSIONAL
FEES - 6%

8,601,902

PRELIMINARIES & SUPERVISION - 22% 33,432,728

WTP REF: 186435 105 Miller Street



Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

MARGIN/OVERHEAD - 5.25% 9,733,483

Sub-total 195,133,154

RISK CONTINGENCY - 2% 3,902,663

TOTAL FOR DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
REFURBISHMENT

199,035,817

INVESTA DIRECT COSTS

ESCALATION Excluded

STATUTORY FEES & CHARGES - 1% 1,990,358

DESIGN & PROJECT MANAGEMENT FEES - 8% 11,628,432

Sub-total 13,618,790

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS m248,180 4,414 212,654,607

CONTINGENCY (CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN) Excluded

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS - OCTOBER 2020 m248,180 4,414 212,654,607

TOTAL COST    212,654,607

WTP REF: 186435 105 Miller Street



Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

SITEWORKS

Site Preparation

Allowance for disconnection of all major services in
preparation for demolition

1 Item 50,000.00 50,0001/A

Erection of B Class Hoarding to perimeter of site in
preparation for demolition

332 m 2,500.00 830,0001/B

Temporary Services Diversion or the like 1 Item Excluded1/C

880,000Total SITEWORKS    

SCAFFOLDING

Scaffolding

Allowance for external demolition scaffolding to
perimeter of tower

19,473 m2 110.00 2,142,0301/D

General

Demolition craneage 12 mths 150,000.00 1,800,0001/E

Traffic & Pedestrian Control 12 mths 25,000.00 300,0001/F

Noise Monitoring & Vibration Reports 1 Item 250,000.00 250,0001/G

4,492,030Total SCAFFOLDING    

DEMOLITION  

Internal Finishes

Internal Wall

Demolish masonry walls 15,678 m2 25.00 391,9501/H

Demolish plasterboard walls 2,110 m2 25.00 52,7501/J

Demolish glazed partitions 347 m2 25.00 8,6751/K

Internal Door

Remove single door 523 No 150.00 78,4501/L

Remove leaf and half door 14 No 200.00 2,8001/M

Remove double door 131 No 200.00 26,2001/N

Remove glazed single door 8 No 150.00 1,2001/P

Remove sliding door 3 No 250.00 7501/Q

Wall Finishes

Remove wall lining to core, assume 3m high 4,943 m2 25.00 123,5751/R

Floor Finishes
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Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Remove carpet to core 505 m2 20.00 10,1002/A

Remove tiling to amenities 745 m2 50.00 37,2502/B

Remove non static vinyl to comms 90 m2 35.00 3,1502/C

Allow for removal of carpet tiles to office space 22,073 m2 20.00 441,4602/D

Allow for removal of carpet tiles to lift lobby 1,094 m2 20.00 21,8802/E

Remove flooring to childcare 587 m2 35.00 20,5452/F

Remove flooring to meeting/project rooms 164 m2 20.00 3,2802/G

Remove flooring to conference room 611 m2 20.00 12,2202/H

Remove flooring to retail tenancy 2,209 m2 50.00 110,4502/J

Remove flooring to entry/waiting/reception area 193 m2 50.00 9,6502/K

Remove flooring to kitchen 15 m2 50.00 7502/L

Remove flooring to circulation 332 m2 20.00 6,6402/M

Remove flooring to store/BOH 618 m2 20.00 12,3602/N

Remove flooring to Squash Courts 182 m2 50.00 9,1002/P

Ceiling Finishes

Allow for removal of ceiling tile to office space 22,073 m2 15.00 331,0952/Q

Allow for removal of plasterboard ceiling 6,332 m2 15.00 94,9802/R

Allow for removal of moisture resistant plasterboard
ceiling

760 m2 15.00 11,4002/S

Fixtures & Fitments

Remove reception joinery 15 m 50.00 7502/T

Remove joinery bench to retail tenancy 10 m 50.00 5002/U

Remove kitchen joinery 9 m 50.00 4502/V

Remove vanity unit 131 m 50.00 6,5502/W

Remove toilet / shower partitions 159 No 75.00 11,9252/X

Remove hand basin 101 No 50.00 5,0502/Y

Remove WCs 154 No 50.00 7,7002/Z

Remove urinals 42 No 50.00 2,1002/AA

Remove shower 10 No 50.00 5002/AB

Remove sink 1 No 50.00 502/AC

Allow for removal of miscellaneous metalwork to
plant area

1 Item 5,000.00 5,0002/AD

General
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Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Allow for removal of retail and commercial tenancy
fitout not shown on drawings or included above

24,282 m2 Excluded3/A

Structure

Demolish inter-tenancy stairs 1, from Ground Floor
to Level 2 [34m2]

9 mrise 1,500.00 13,5003/B

Demolish inter-tenancy stairs 2, from Level 2 to Level
11 [12m2]

33 mrise 1,500.00 49,5003/C

Demolish inter-tenancy stairs 3, from Level 3 to Level
12 [14m2]

33 mrise 1,500.00 49,5003/D

Demolish suspended concrete slab and expose steel
beams

40,980 m2 100.00 4,098,0003/E

Removal of concrete encasement to columns
included in the cost of column strengthening in new
works

Note

Services

Demolish services to Basement floor 4,577 m2 65.00 297,5053/F

Demolish services to Lower Ground floor 6,636 m2 50.00 331,8003/G

Demolish services to Ground floor 5,977 m2 50.00 298,8503/H

Demolish services to Level 1-12, excluding Level 6
plant room

28,100 m2 50.00 1,405,0003/J

Demolish services to Level 6 plant room & L13-15 2,892 m2 50.00 144,6003/K

Demolish existing lifts from Basement to Level 13 7 No 50,000.00 350,0003/L

8,901,490Total DEMOLITION     

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL REMOVAL

Hazardous Material Removal

Coffey Asbestos & hardous Materials Re-Inspection
dated 27 March 2018

Refer to Section 6.1 for Actions for Asbestos
Materials

Refer to Appendix B for Register & Estimated
Quantities

Note: Due to total demolition of 105 Miller Street,
Treatment to surfaces after removel of Asbestos is
EXCLUDED

Friable Asbestos

Basement AHU room, black CAF material in storage
cabinet, gasket

1 m23/M

Basement AHU room, pink CAF material in storage
cabinet, gasket

1 m23/N
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Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Basement AHU room, grey CAF material in storage
cabinet, gasket

1 m24/A

Basement archive room, two high level pipe elbows,
insulation

3 m24/B

Basement archive room, high level to beam in centre
of room, sprayed insulation

3 m4/C

Basement AHU room, metal bilt wormwald brothers'
fire door

2 no4/D

Basement diesel tank room fire door single 2 no4/E

Basement boiler and chiller room, 16'' CAF gaskets
to chiller 2

2 units4/F

Basement generator room, 12'' CAF gaskets to
generator 3 exhaust

1 unit4/G

Cost to remove above friable asbestos

Provisional Allowance for encapsulation, showers etc 1 Item 50,000.00 50,000.004/H

Labour (licensed asbestos contractor) 136 hr 140.00 19,040.004/J

PPE/Consumables/Decontamination unit/Tools
(assumed allowance per person/day)

21 No 500.00 10,500.004/K

Disposal of ACM (extra over on normal demolished
materials)

4 t 475.00 1,900.004/L

Assessor supervision incl sampling 7 day 1,800.00 12,600.004/M

Air monitoring 7 day 750.00 5,250.004/N

Waste classification report (assumed 1 per
location/room)

4 no 750.00 3,000.004/P

Clearance certificate (assumed 1 per location/room) 4 no 400.00 1,600.004/Q

Non-friable Asbestos

Level 15 external floor lining at top of southern
stairwell

265 m24/R

Level 13 south plant room penetrations cement pipe
sleeve

4 units4/S

Level 13 blue fins panels, compressed cement sheet
(26 x 5m2)

130 m24/T

Level 13 water tank over southern stairwell, asbestos
moulded cement

2 tanks4/U

Level 6 plant room top of HDB6-CB supply box,
asbestos mastic sealant

1 m24/V

Level 6 external blue fin panels, compressed cement
sheet (8 x 5m2)

40 m24/W

Cost to remove above non-friable asbestos
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Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Provisional Allowance for encapsulation, showers etc 1 Item 100,000.00 100,0005/A

Labour (licensed asbestos contractor) 576 hr 140.00 80,640.005/B

PPE/Consumables/Decontamination unit/Tools
(assumed allowance per person/day)

72 No 500.00 36,000.005/C

Disposal of ACM (extra over on normal demolished
materials)

110 t 475.00 52,250.005/D

Hygienist 156 hr 175.00 27,300.005/E

Air monitoring 20 day 750.00 14,625.005/F

Waste classification report (assumed 1 per
location/room)

6 no 750.00 4,500.005/G

Clearance certificate (assumed 1 per location/room) 6 no 400.00 2,400.005/H

Synthetic Mineral Fibres (SMF)

L14 hydrant room, insulation wrap to hydrant pump

L13 AHU room to pipework, insulation

L13 AHU room within A/C ducting, insulation

L13 plant room, pillow insulation

L13 plant room riser, pillow insulation

L12 plant room at base of electrical riser and top of
columns, pillow insulation

L6 plant room to pipework, insulation

Basement archive room to pipework SW corner,
insulation

Basement AHU room to pipework, insulation

Basement AHU room to diesel pump exhausts,
insulation

Basement boiler and chiller room, boilers 1 and 2,
insulation

Basement boiler and chiller room, boilers 1 and 2
flues, insulation

Basement generator room to standby generators 1-3,
pillow insulation

Basement generator room to standby generator
exhausts, insulation

PCBs

Capacitors in fluorescent light fittings throughout
the building

Ozone depleting substances
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Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Lower ground carparking - Mitsubishi, Email Air,
National, Gree and Alcair Air Conditionings - Air
conditioning units with suspected ODS refrigerant
gas type

sub-total 421,605

Provisional Allowance for Additional Inspections &
Identified Areas in addition to Coffey Report

0.20 % 421,605 84,3216/A

505,926Total HAZARDOUS MATERIAL REMOVAL    

FACADE REMOVAL

Facade

Tiled area

Glazed terracotta tile 5,352 m2 75.00 401,4006/B

Reinforced concrete shear walls 5,352 m2 200.00 1,070,4006/C

Steel mesh reinforcing 5,352 m2 15.00 80,2806/D

Metal shelf angles for additional support (at two-floor
intervals)

593 m 35.00 20,7556/E

Glazing

Shopfront to Lower Ground and Ground Floor 744 m2 100.00 74,4006/F

Extra over for single glazed door 16 No 250.00 4,0006/G

Extra over for double glazed door 9 No 250.00 2,2506/H

Extra over for automatic glazed door 6 No 250.00 1,5006/J

Aluminium framed clear glazing to typical floors 5,424 m2 100.00 542,4006/K

Opaque spandrel panel to typical floors 901 m2 200.00 180,2006/L

Aluminium panel

Corrugated aluminium panels 3,463 m2 75.00 259,7256/M

Aluminium composite panels above Ground Floor
retail shops and main entrance

284 m2 75.00 21,3006/N

Awning

Steel framed with metal sheet roof and perimeter
clad in composite panelling consisting of aluminium
and plywood

77 m2 350.00 26,9506/P

Screen

To Level 6 plant area 304 m2 100.00 30,4006/Q

Door

Roller doors to carpark entrance & truck load [4 no.] 67 m2 100.00 6,7006/R
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Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Single door 15 No 150.00 2,2507/A

Double door 2 No 200.00 4007/B

Roof

Steel roof to plant rooms on Level 6 and 13 2,393 m2 250.00 598,2507/C

3,323,560Total FACADE REMOVAL    

SUBSTRUCTURE

Allow for investigation of existing foundations 1 Item 100,000.00 100,0007/D

Allow for foundation strengthening (scope not
defined)

6,149 m2 360.00 2,213,6407/E

2,313,640Total SUBSTRUCTURE    

COLUMNS

Allow for investigation of existing column, included
in Main Tower section

1 Item Incl7/F

Allow for column strengthening (scope not defined,
assume 10% column need strengthening)

9 No 20,000.00 180,0007/G

180,000Total COLUMNS    

INTERNAL WALLS

Allow for masonry walls 3,032 m2 250.00 758,0007/H

Allow for plasterboard walls 302 m2 175.00 52,8507/J

810,850Total INTERNAL WALLS    

INTERNAL DOORS

Allow for single door 43 No 1,100.00 47,3007/K

Allow for leaf and half door 2 No 1,350.00 2,7007/L

Allow for double door 11 No 1,650.00 18,1507/M

Allow for sliding door 3 No 2,500.00 7,5007/N

75,650Total INTERNAL DOORS    

WALL FINISHES

Allow for wall lining to core, assume 3m high 122 m2 45.00 5,4907/P

Allow for painting to wall lining 122 m2 15.00 1,8307/Q
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105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Allow for painting to plasterboard wall 603 m2 15.00 9,0458/A

Allow for painting to masonry wall 6,063 m2 15.00 90,9458/B

107,310Total WALL FINISHES    

FLOOR FINISHES

Allow for carpet tiles to lift lobby 65 m2 85.00 5,5258/C

Allow for finishes to Squash Courts 182 m2 Excluded8/D

Allow for re-seal the concrete floor 4,331 m2 15.00 64,9658/E

     

70,490Total FLOOR FINISHES    

CEILING FINISHES

Allow for plasterboard ceiling to Lift Lobby 65 m2 115.00 7,4758/F

Assume no ceiling finishes to other areas

Allow for insulation to areas under retail tenancy 887 m2 65.00 57,6558/G

65,130Total CEILING FINISHES    

FITMENTS

Allow for misc metalwork to Basement 1 Item 15,000.00 15,0008/H

15,000Total FITMENTS    

HYDRAULIC SERVICES

Allow for Hydraulic Services 4,577 m2 160.00 732,3208/J

732,320Total HYDRAULIC SERVICES    

FIRE PROTECTION

Allow for Fire Protection 4,577 m2 65.00 297,5058/K
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105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

297,505Total FIRE PROTECTION    

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

Allow for Electrical Services 4,577 m2 70.00 320,3909/A

320,390Total ELECTRICAL SERVICES    

MECHANICAL SERVICES

Allow for Mechanical Services 4,577 m2 77.00 352,4299/B

352,429Total MECHANICAL SERVICES    

COLUMNS

Column Strengthening

Allow for investigation of existing column 1 Item 100,000.00 100,0009/C

Allow for column strengthening (scope not defined,
assume 10% of existing columns need
strengthening)

82 No 20,000.00 1,640,0009/D

Lateral Strengthening Steelwork

Allow for steelwork to resist all of the design lateral
load 

250 t 15,000.00 3,750,0009/E

Allow for connections 38 t 15,000.00 562,5009/F

6,052,500Total COLUMNS    

UPPER FLOORS

Rebuild Concrete Slab

Allowance for testing and investigation of existing
steel beams

1 Item 50,000.00 50,0009/G

Fire protection of steel beams, assumed vermiculate
spray 

27,323 m2 115.00 3,142,1459/H

Shear studs welded to existing beams to provide
composite action between the beam and slab

40,980 m2 15.00 614,7009/J

120mm thick bondek slab on existing steel beams
with 40mm midspan ponding allowance (effective
slab thickness to be 140mm)

40,980 m2 300.00 12,294,0009/K

16,100,845Total UPPER FLOORS    

STAIRCASES

Assume no changes to existing fire stairs 1 Item Excluded9/L
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105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Inter-tenancy Stairs

Allow for inter-tenancy stairs 1, from Ground Floor to
Level 2 

2 floor 200,000.00 400,00010/A

Allow for inter-tenancy stairs 2, from Level 2 to Level
11 

10 floor 150,000.00 1,500,00010/B

Allow for inter-tenancy stairs 3, from Level 3 to Level
12 

10 floor 150,000.00 1,500,00010/C

Balustrade

Allow for glazed balustrade around stair void 370 m 2,500.00 925,00010/D

4,325,000Total STAIRCASES    

ROOF

Roof slab included in Upper Floors Note

Allow for waterproofing and surface treatment to
roof area

1,679 m2 90.00 151,11010/E

Allowance for paving or equal to roof 1,679 m2 300.00 503,70010/F

654,810Total ROOF    

EXTERNAL WALLS & DOORS

Facade Restoration

Tiled area

Glazed terracotta tile 5,352 m2 350.00 1,873,20010/G

Reinforced concrete shear walls 5,352 m2 476.00 2,547,55210/H

Steel mesh reinforcing 5,352 m2 35.00 187,32010/J

Metal shelf angles for additional support (at two-floor
intervals)

593 m 85.00 50,40510/K

Glazing

Shopfront to Lower Ground and Ground Floor 744 m2 1,500.00 1,116,00010/L

Extra over for single glazed door 16 No 1,000.00 16,00010/M

Extra over for double glazed door 9 No 2,000.00 18,00010/N

Extra over for automatic glazed door 6 No 5,000.00 30,00010/P

Aluminium panel

Aluminium composite panels above Ground Floor
retail shops and main entrance

284 m2 850.00 241,40010/Q

Awning
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105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Steel framed with metal sheet roof and perimeter
clad in composite panelling consisting of aluminium
and plywood

77 m2 2,500.00 192,50011/A

Screen

To Level 6 plant area 304 m2 1,100.00 334,40011/B

Door

Roller doors to carpark entrance & truck load [4 no.] 67 m2 500.00 33,50011/C

Single door 15 No 1,100.00 16,50011/D

Double door 2 No 1,650.00 3,30011/E

Replication of Existing Curtain Wall

Spandrel

Fire rated aluminium/steel framed front spandrel
panel, approx 1500mm high overall, consisting of 2
layers fyrecheck, including alll necessary fixings,
flashings etc

4,498 m2 410.00 1,844,18011/F

Steel/Aluminium framed box section to internal face,
approx 600mm high, complete with secondary
framing for internal lining

1,737 m2 170.00 295,29011/G

Corrugated Spandrel Cladding to centre section,
approx 4000 x 1500mm, including subframe fixed to
backing fyrecheck panel complete with all necessary
fixings, flashings and extruded aluminium cappings

2,850 m2 850.00 2,422,50011/H

Spandrel Cladding to ends, approx 2000 x 1500mm,
consisiting of opaque glazed section and corrugated
spandrel cladding centre section, including subframe
fixed to backing fyrecheck panel complete with all
necessary fixings, flashings and extruded aluminium
cappings

1,648 m2 850.00 1,400,80011/J

Glazing

External Framed Glazing sections, approx 6000 x
2000m in size, with mullions every 900mm, fixed
between spandrels, complete with all necessary
fixings, flashings and extruded aluminium cappings

5,424 m2 650.00 3,525,60011/K

Internal Framed Glazing sections, approx 6000 x
2000m in size, with mullions every 900mm,
complete with hinges to access blind cavity, fixed
between spandrel and internal finished ceiling,
complete with all necessary fixings, flashings and
aluminium trims

5,424 m2 600.00 3,254,40011/L

150mm Wide top capping to spandrel panel, to
enable glazed section to be fixed

2,712 m 100.00 271,20011/M

150mm Wide Extruded Aluminium soffit reveal, to
enable glazed section to be fixed and incorporating
blind pelmet

2,712 m 200.00 542,40011/N

Perforated metal blinds to windows, mounted within
recessed pelmet, with approx 2000mm drop

5,424 m2 150.00 813,60011/P
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105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Allowance for adaption and extended hire for
external facade scaffolding to perimeter of tower

19,473 m2 40.00 778,92012/A

21,808,967Total EXTERNAL WALLS & DOORS    

INTERNAL WALLS

Allow for masonry walls 12,647 m2 200.00 2,529,40012/B

Allow for plasterboard walls 1,808 m2 175.00 316,40012/C

Allow for glazed partitions 347 m2 500.00 173,50012/D

3,019,300Total INTERNAL WALLS    

INTERNAL DOORS

Allow for single door 480 No 1,100.00 528,00012/E

Allow for leaf and half door 12 No 1,350.00 16,20012/F

Allow for double door 120 No 1,650.00 198,00012/G

Allow for glazed single door 8 No 2,500.00 20,00012/H

762,200Total INTERNAL DOORS    

WALL FINISHES

Allow for wall lining to core, assume 3m high 4,821 m2 120.00 578,52012/J

Allow for painting to wall lining 4,821 m2 15.00 72,31512/K

Allow for painting to plasterboard wall 2,941 m2 15.00 44,11512/L

Allow for painting to masonry wall 12,647 m2 15.00 189,70512/M

Allow for wall tiling to amenities, assume 2.7m high 1,763 m2 200.00 352,60012/N

1,237,255Total WALL FINISHES    

FLOOR FINISHES

Allow for carpet to core 505 m2 85.00 42,92512/P

Allow for tiling to amenities 745 m2 200.00 149,00012/Q

Allow for non static vinyl to comms 90 m2 140.00 12,60012/R

Allow for carpet tiles to office space 22,073 m2 85.00 1,876,20512/S

Allow for stone tiles to lift lobby 1,030 m2 400.00 412,00012/T

Allow for flooring to childcare 587 m2 130.00 76,31012/U
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Quantity Unit Rate TotalDescriptionCode

105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Allow for flooring to meeting/project rooms 164 m2 85.00 13,94013/A

Allow for flooring to conference room 611 m2 85.00 51,93513/B

Assume no floor finishes to retail tenancy 2,209 m2 Excl13/C

Allow for flooring to entry/waiting/reception area 193 m2 400.00 77,20013/D

Extra over for rugs / feature finishes 1 Item 50,000.00 50,00013/E

Allow for flooring to kitchen 15 m2 140.00 2,10013/F

Allow for flooring to circulation 332 m2 70.00 23,24013/G

Allow for flooring to store/BOH 618 m2 70.00 43,26013/H

Allow for floor sealer to carpark, plant rooms 5,061 m2 15.00 75,91513/J

Allow for floor tiles / pavers to Ground Floor terrace 406 m2 300.00 121,80013/K

Allow for entry mat 2 No 10,000.00 20,00013/L

3,048,430Total FLOOR FINISHES    

CEILING FINISHES

Allow for ceiling tile to office space 22,073 m2 70.00 1,545,11013/M

Allow for plasterboard ceiling 3,029 m2 115.00 348,33513/N

Allow for moisture resistant plasterboard ceiling 760 m2 120.00 91,20013/P

Allow for feature ceiling finishes to lobby 1,030 m2 450.00 463,50013/Q

Assume no ceiling to retail tenancy 2,209 m2 Excl13/R

Allow for access panel (provision of 1 panel per
10m2)

2,690 No 400.00 1,076,00013/S

Allow for insulation to area above carpark 3,161 m2 65.00 205,46513/T

3,729,610Total CEILING FINISHES    

FITMENTS

Allow for reception joinery 15 m 4,000.00 60,00013/U

Allow for joinery bench to retail tenancy 10 m 1,500.00 15,00013/V

Allow for kitchen joinery 9 m 2,200.00 19,80013/W

Allow for vanity unit 131 m 1,500.00 196,50013/X

Allow for toilet / shower partitions 159 No 1,800.00 286,20013/Y

Allow for toilet roll holder 154 No 150.00 23,10013/Z

Allow for robe hook 159 No 50.00 7,95013/AA
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105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Allow for soap dispenser 101 No 200.00 20,20014/A

Allow for grab rail 35 No 1,000.00 35,00014/B

Allow for hand dryer 63 No 1,500.00 94,50014/C

Allow for mirror 1 Item 50,000.00 50,00014/D

Allow for miscellaneous metalwork to plant area 1 Item 50,000.00 50,00014/E

Allow for security turnstiles 1 Item 500,000.00 500,00014/F

1,358,250Total FITMENTS    

HYDRAULIC SERVICES

Sanitary Fixtures

Supply only, installation cost included in Hydraulic
Services below

Allow for hand basin 101 No 1,000.00 101,00014/G

Allow for WCs 154 No 1,400.00 215,60014/H

Allow for urinals 42 No 1,350.00 56,70014/J

Allow for shower 10 No 400.00 4,00014/K

Allow for sink 1 No 700.00 70014/L

Allow for mixer to hand basin 101 No 1,200.00 121,20014/M

Allow for mixer to sink 1 No 400.00 40014/N

Hydraulic Services

LG carpark/loading 3,161 m2 160.00 505,76014/P

Retail 2,209 m2 160.00 353,44014/Q

Foyer/Lobby 1,222 m2 160.00 195,52014/R

Childcare 887 m2 160.00 141,92014/S

Amenities 745 m2 160.00 119,20014/T

Commercial 22,073 m2 160.00 3,531,68014/U

Lifts/Stairs 2,527 m2 160.00 404,32014/V

Plant/BOH 8,356 m2 160.00 1,336,96014/W

7,088,400Total HYDRAULIC SERVICES    

FIRE PROTECTION

LG carpark/loading 3,161 m2 95.00 300,29514/X
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105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Retail 2,209 m2 95.00 209,85515/A

Foyer/Lobby 1,222 m2 95.00 116,09015/B

Childcare 887 m2 95.00 84,26515/C

Amenities 745 m2 95.00 70,77515/D

Commercial 22,073 m2 95.00 2,096,93515/E

Lifts/Stairs 2,527 m2 95.00 240,06515/F

Plant/BOH 8,356 m2 95.00 793,82015/G

3,912,100Total FIRE PROTECTION    

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

LG carpark/loading 3,161 m2 225.00 711,22515/H

Retail 2,209 m2 380.00 839,42015/J

Foyer/Lobby 1,222 m2 380.00 464,36015/K

Childcare 887 m2 380.00 337,06015/L

Amenities 745 m2 380.00 283,10015/M

Commercial 22,073 m2 380.00 8,387,74015/N

Lifts/Stairs 2,527 m2 380.00 960,26015/P

Plant/BOH 8,356 m2 380.00 3,175,28015/Q

15,158,445Total ELECTRICAL SERVICES    

MECHANICAL SERVICES

LG carpark/loading 3,161 m2 400.00 1,264,40015/R

Retail 2,209 m2 400.00 883,60015/S

Foyer/Lobby 1,222 m2 400.00 488,80015/T

Childcare 887 m2 400.00 354,80015/U

Amenities 745 m2 400.00 298,00015/V

Commercial 22,073 m2 400.00 8,829,20015/W

Lifts/Stairs 2,527 m2 400.00 1,010,80015/X

Plant/BOH 8,356 m2 400.00 3,342,40015/Y

16,472,000Total MECHANICAL SERVICES    

VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION
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105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

Allow for new Goods lift, from basement to Level 13,
serving 16 floors

1 No 720,000.00 720,00016/A

Allow for new Passenger lift, from basement to Level
13, serving 16 floors

6 No 640,000.00 3,840,00016/B

Allow for lift car finishes 7 No 40,000.00 280,00016/C

4,840,000Total VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION    

FOOTPATHS, LANDSCAPING & PLANTING

Reconfiguration of Miller Street Falls, Cross Falls
and Paving

Note: Due to extensive flooding, Miller Street
colonnade requires a flood study and amendment to
prevent flooding of Miller St ground floor

Provisional Allowance for Miller Street
Reconfiguration

1,460 m2 1,000.00 1,460,00016/D

Extra for Flood management measures 1 Item 150,000.00 150,00016/E

Paving 

Paving 600mm x 400mm Bruce Rock Granite - P1 2,946 m2 650.00 1,914,88716/F

Paving 400mm x 150mm Bruce Rock Granite - P2 1,528 m2 450.00 687,42516/G

Concrete banding - P3 238 m2 1,000.00 237,97016/H

Low Walls

Precast concrete & timber seating wall - W1 51 m 5,000.00 256,50016/J

Precast concrete low wall - W2 40 m 5,000.00 200,00016/K

Street scape furniture

3800mm x 600mm Custom timber bench seat - S1 7 No 10,000.00 70,00016/L

Landscaping & Planting

Garden bed 184 m2 1,500.00 276,00016/M

Lawn 198 m2 100.00 19,83016/N

Planter 102 m2 1,500.00 153,39016/P

Allowance for new trees 25 No 4,000.00 100,00016/Q

Public Art

Provision of Public art pavilion 1 Item Excluded16/R

Allowance for all associated builderswork for Public
Artwork

1 Item 250,000.00 250,00016/S

5,776,002Total FOOTPATHS, LANDSCAPING & PLANTING    
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105 MILLER STREET
105 MILLER STREET - REFURB OPTION

EXTERNAL SERVICES

External Services

Sewer

Allowance for sewer connections 1 Item 25,000.00 25,00017/A

Stormwater

Allowance for stormwater connections 1 Item 25,000.00 25,00017/B

Water

Allowance for water connections 1 Item 15,000.00 15,00017/C

Telstra/Comms

Allowance for communication cable connections 1 Item 15,000.00 15,00017/D

Power

Allowance for HV feed and substation works
including Level 3 ASP Designer fee as per email
advice received from BECA on 16/10/2019

1 Item 3,022,000.
00

3,022,00017/E

Augmentation

Sewer 1 Item Excluded17/F

Stormwater 1 Item Excluded17/G

Water Supply 1 Item Excluded17/H

Telstra 1 Item Excluded17/J

3,102,000Total EXTERNAL SERVICES    
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6/05/2021 

 

 

Investa 

Level 30 

420 George Street 

Sydney NSW 2000 

 

Job Number: 5782 

  

 

For the attention of: - Ed Riches 

 

Dear Ed, 

 

105 Miller Street, North Sydney 

Impact of the Victoria Cross Metro Station on Miller Street Flooding 

 

As requested, we have undertaken a review of the expected impacts on the current flooding 

issues at 105 Miller St due to the works associated with the development of the Victoria Cross 

Metro station adjacent to 105 Miller St. 

 

This letter has been prepared to investigate and summarise the impact of the station 

development on flooding at 105 Miller Street. 

 

Available Information 

 

Documents relating to the Victoria Cross station development have been accessed from the NSW 

Planning Portal in regard to the DA submission for the project to inform this review. 

 

The report “Stormwater Management Plan and Flood Impact Assessment Victoria Cross Over 

Station Development” prepared by Arcadis and Mott MacDonald 23/08/2019, contains a detailed 

analysis on the impact of the station on local flood behaviour. 

 

The Victoria Cross Over Station Development includes the diversion of a Sydney Water trunk 

drainage culvert. The culvert currently runs through both the Metro site and 105 Miller Street. As 

part of the station development, the trunk drainage line is diverted to be contained fully within 

the station site before discharging to a culvert on Denison Street. The existing culvert in 105 Miller 

Street is made redundant. An extract from the report shows the culvert in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1  Extract from Stormwater Management Plan and Flood Impact Assessment 

 

Flood Impact 

 

The report found that any impact on flood levels in Miller Street due to the development is 

minimal: 

TUFLOW results indicate that the 100year ARI flood level in Miller Street for the post 

developed case remains comparable to the level calculated for the base case, any 

increases in depth generally do not exceed 10mm, except for isolated areas on 

Miller Street, Denison Street, Mount Street and around the northern buildings, 

where the flood level increase is less than 20mm.  

 

Flood mapping in the report shows that the depth of flooding along ground floor of the Miller 

Street frontage of 105 Miller Street is 1m to 1.5m in a 100-year flood event under existing 

conditions. This depth of flooding is reduced by a small amount in the order of 50mm under the 

post development scenario. 
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Figure 2  100-year ARI flood map 

 

The mapping also shows that the area is flood affected in a 5-year event under the post 

developed scenario. 

 

Flood Solution 

 

The flooding issue on Miller Street could be resolved by: 

 

• An amplification of the Sydney Water culvert along with additional inlet capacity on the 

culvert (i.e. more grated inlet pits); 

• Grading out the low point on Miller Street such that the road falls out towards the Pacific 

Highway; 

• Introduction of regional stormwater detention as part of the redevelopment of the MLC 

building. 

 

Development and assessment of options for flood mitigation are beyond the scope of this 

document. 
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Conclusion 

 

Based on the information available from the NSW Planning Portal the works at the Victoria Cross 

Metro Station have negligible impact on flooding along Miller Street. Given this the current 

flooding issues at 105 Miller Street are not resolved by the development works associated with 

the Metro station. 

 

Resolution of flooding in the area may be possible by either significant intervention by public 

authorities with respect to network capacity and existing road levels, or significant changes to 

levels and introduction of stormwater detention as part of a redevelopment of the MLC Building. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

 

 

for 

enstruct group pty ltd 

 

Tim Henderson 

Associate 


